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CH.APTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Study 
In the last several years, ro.any schools of teacher education have 
been in the proc1c:is~1 of developing alternative models for teacher 
preparation in an attempt to ire.solve: some of the dissatisfaction with 
conventi.c:rna.l programs, Cit1ng soriie of the criticisms lodged against 
traditicmal programs:, Schalock made the following s·tatement: 
Little is known about s:tud'.(mt interest or abilit:les 
or background or projected plans; little is known abnut the 
effectiveness of a. givt~n :instructional-learning experience 
for students who vary on irny of these qualities, and little 
is known about the appropr:tate:rtess or usefulness of the 
learning obit,ctives et'1tahLished for the preparatory 1rogram, from eithe:r a short-tenn or long-term point of view. 
Tyler posed four questicm:s fen: program developers to consider 
before making any change in the structure of a teacher preparation 
plan: 
1. \i!1uit (~du(:.:d::ional purpm,es should the school 
seek to attain? 
2. What educational experiences can be provided 
that are likely to R ttain these purposes? 
3. How c.cm ,·i•e'iH,, e,duce:tional experiences f>e 
effectively org1,1;Lz,,d! 
ln. Del Sd,nloc.k~· ullF.PD, NCERJ), and Teacher Education That Makes 
a Demonstrnl. 1 e l.'ifference.," !_!te .!£~1" of Competency-Based Teacher 
Education: _. ___ A _Rc~p-0rt_~ ed ,, B1.":njamin Rosner (Boston, 1972), p. 123. 
1 
4. How can we detennine whether those purposes 
are being attained?2 
The assumptions that educators make conce-rning the purposes of 
a program or course prov:J.de. a. foundat:l.on for its organization and 
operation. If those involved in educational planning bel:i.eve the 
purposes of a teacher prep.a.rat:l.on pl.an are (1) to provide for differ-
ences among students in the accumulation of experience, extent of 
achievement, and r.iate and style of learning, {2) to guide students 
toward the mastery of cert:a:ht behaviors thought t0 be essential to 
effective teaching, and (3) to provide for the development of personal 
qualities of the individual, then a competency-based teacher education 
model may well be. an appr-oprfa.te al'.i.swer for program change. 3 
Schmieder4 defined competenc:y,-'based education as a system that 
places high 11:1mphasi:s 0n the spec:if:i.cation, learning, and demonstration 
of those c:ompeten.c.-li':S that are of central importance to the effective 
practicing of a giv·en profession. or career. In general, such programs 
have the followi.ng char.acterist::i.c:s: 
L Competencies wh:ld1. are (a) derived from explicit 
concepti.ons of teacher roles, (b) stated so as to make 
possible assessment of a student's 'behavior in relation 
to specific compete:11c:i.es, and (c) nmde public in advance. 
2, Crit:er:i.a which are (a) based upon specified 
comp11.~tend.es and (b) explicit in stating in advance 
expected levels of mastery, 
2 
2Ralph W. Tyler, Basic )>1·inc!_ples. of_ Curriculum and Instruction 
(Chicago, 1950) dtrecl by Donald A. Myers and Frances Klein, .,Educational 
Programs, u EncycloJ?..ed:La_o:f Edue<ttional _ Resea..E.£!!,, ed. Robert L, Ebel 
(4th ed.; New York, 1969), p. 398. 
3charles IL Johnson and Gilbert TI'. Shearron, Specifying 
Assu~tions.J .. Gon\;"!.L and. Objectives ~ Teacher Education (Athens, 
Georgia, 1972), pp. 4-5, 
4Allen A. Sc.hmiede1:, CQ.filP.£~.£1:Eased Education: The State of the 
Scene (Wa.sl'dngton, D.C,., 1973), p. 51. 
3. Assessment which (a) uses the student•s perform-
ance as the primary source of evidence, (D) takes into 
account evidence of the student's knowledge relevant to 
planning for, analyzing, interpreting, or evaluating 
behavior, and (c) strives for objectivity. 
4. The student's rate of progress through the 
program is determined by demonstrated competency rather 
than by time or course completion. 
5. The instructional program is intended to 
facilitate the development and evaluation of the5 
student's achievement of competencies specified. 
Certain advantages of a competency-based program seem to be 
applicable to individual courses of a teacher education plan. Far 
the students taking a course, the objectives and expectations would 
be 11,1a.de clear at the outset. For those persons involved in the opera-
tion of the course, competency-based characteristics could help in 
planning the experiences to be included, in identifying needs in terms 
of resources, and in evaluating the effectiveness of the course. 6 
Need for the Study 
More than ever before, students and teachers are demanding 
increased personal and profess:i.onal growth, and courses in a teacher 
education program must be responsive to this development. Bowles7 
wrote that aspects of the competency-based program provide a refine-
ment that will permit individualization and personaliza.tion and still 
5 ' 
Stanley Elam, Performance-Based Teacher Education. What Is the 
State of t,!t!:_~rt? (Washington, D.C., 1971), pp. 6-7. 
6Daniel L. Merritt, noeve.loping a Performance Base for Field 
Experiences: A Grass Roots Approachu (Paper prepared for presentation 
at the annual Association ot Teacher Educators meeting, 1973, Chicago, 
Illinois), pp. 2-3. 
7F. Douglas Bowles, "Competency-Based Teacher Education? The 
llousten Story," Educatiana.1 Leadershi2, XXX (March, 1973), p. 511. 
3 
afford structure, An obvious problem in determining the curricular 
structure of a course has been the lack of clarity concerning the 
factors that produce particular learning outcomes. McDonald8 also 
4 
pointed out the need for identification of levels of teacher competency 
and for the development Qf compatible instructional materials. 
A number of colleges and universities have developed competency-
based materials for their programs of elementary teacher education.' 
Dick and DodllO have emphasized the need for development of a variety 
of instructional materials with specified learning outcomes and a 
defined set of procedures to evaluate those outcomes. 
Much of the material used ip the various competency-based 
programs has been presented in the form of modules. Weber and 
Rathbone11 defined an instructional module as a set of learning 
activities that facilitate the student•s achievement and demonstration 
of a specific objective or set of objectives, Modules represent an 
attempt to systematically present material and learning experiences 
in a competency-based teacher education (CBTE) program. 
8Frederick J. McDonald, uEvaluation of Teaching Behavior," 
Competency-Based Teacher Educatien: Progress, Problems, and Prospects, 
.ed. W. Robert Houston and Robert B. Howsam (Chicago, 1972), p. 74. 
gJ0el L. Burdin and Kaliopee Lanzillotti (eds.), A Reader's 
Guide to the C0mprehens1,v J1o~els for Preparing Elementary Teachers 
(Washington, D.C., 1970). 
10walter Dick and Norman R. Dodl, "Instructional Technology: 
Process and Product," Competen~y Based Teacher Education, ed, E>an W. 
Andersen, et al. (Berkeley, 1973), p. 85. 
11Wilford A. Weber and Charles Rathbone, "Developing Instructional 
Strategies," ~ten~y Based Tea£her Education, ed. Dan W. Andersen, 
et al. (Berkeley, 1973), p. 61. 
5 
Purpose of the Study 
Before adopting a competency-based program, it would seem advisable 
ta net only study the CBTE plan but also to compare certain character-
istics of that approach with aspects of the present teacher preparation 
pr(j)gram. Such a study would provide an indication of the effectiveness 
of the CBTE curricular approach, and the results could then be used as 
a basis fer any future change in the current program. Although it was 
impossible to generalize directly to an entire CBTE program from 
research conducted in an individual course, this study applied one 
element of a competency-based program to the instruction of a course 
it,1 order to discern the effects of the approach. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study examined the utilization of competency-based modules. 
Modules were developed for instructional use in an tntroductory 
elementary education course. The results of the modular approach 
were compared with the effects of the conventional lecture-discussion 
strategy. 
Hypotheses 
The review of the literature revealed no definitive experimental 
studies with modular instructional approach.es used as the independent 
variable. References to the use of modules as alternatives to 
conventional approaches were rather common. In the absence of 
experimental and theoretical evidence regarding the superiority of 
either approach, the following null hypothesis was formulated: 
There will be no significant difference oetween achievement scores 
6 
of students having a modul,ilr instru~tional approach anc\ stuclent:s having·. 
a lecture-discussi9n· ·ii;,.st:ructional ·approach. It was further hypoth-, 
esized that no significant·differencewould exist-between·the attitudes 
of ,students in the. two treatment groups, 
Definition of Terms 
Introductory Education.Coul:'se 
EDUC 2450, "Observ?tion and-Participation ·in.the Elementary 
Schop!," is a one credit'-hour course offered by Oklahoma State Univer-
sity that is designed for freshman and sophomore stud~nts i'ntereste.d in 
a career in elementary education. Often the student who has decided 
u,pon teaching as a profession bases that decision on misconceptions anc;l 
idealism with little understanding of the complexitie~ of.teaching. 
Therefore~ the course is based upon the idea of early awareness of 
and involvement in the profession. The purposes of the course are to 
inform prospective teacher candidates about,the role, demancls, and 
rewards of teaching and to provide ,them wi·th a basis· for making a 
commitment ·to. the' preparation program and service in the profession. 
The course combines. on-campus seIIQ.nars wi·th weel;cly observations of 
two-:and-one7h.a.lf hours in the local elementary seq.cols. 
Modular Instructional.Approach· 
An.instructional approach utilizing modules is designed J:6 provide 
stu,dents opportunities for self-pacing and.independent stu,dy of.selected· 
material that relates J:6 th_e objectives of· the course. The modules are 
guides that direct student .learning behavior in studying a particular 
topic. The seminars are designed. to allow time for students to work 
on the m@dules, to seek help from the instructor and peers, and to 
share personal values and beliefs. 
Lecture-IDiscussion Instructional Approach 
The lecture-discussion instructional appreach is the conventional 
method utilized in teaching the course. Information is presented in 
the form of lectures with questions and discussion interspersed at 
various points. Opportunities to discuss personal and observational 
experiences are also provided to the students. 
Scepe and Limitations of the Study 
7 
This study was concerned with the achievement of selected cogni-
tive objectives set forth as g0als of the course EDUC 245©, "Observation 
and Participation in the Elementary School." A course evaluation was 
secured at the end of the study in an attempt to assess some of the 
attitudes asseciated with the course and the method of instructfon. 
Students achieve many of the intended performance objectives of 
this introductory education course while working as teacher aides in 
the local public elementary schoels. Nevertheless, since there is a 
variation in type and scope of activities performed by the college 
students amang and within the different schools, this study did not 
attempt ta evaluate those experiences. 
Organization of the Study 
This chapter presented a general cdescription of the study. 
Chapter II contains a selected review of the literature. Chapters III 
and IV will present the design of the study and an analysis of the data. 
Chapter V includes c0nclusi0ns and implicatiens of the study with 
suggestiens for further research. 
CHAPTER II 
A SELECTED REVIEW OF THE LIT~RATURE 
Research ;Related to Aspects of a 
Competency-Based Progra~ 
In reviewing the state of competency'-based education, Schmieder1 
pointed out some of the distinguishing characteristics of Competency-
Based Teacher Education (CBTE)· programs. · ~ong the ·specific aspects of 
CBTE that he felt could enhance teacher ed,ucatton programs, Schmieder 
mentioned the sharper focus ·on objectives stated ·in-behavioral terms and 
the individualization of learning through the 4se ofmod4les with indi-
vidual assessment and feedback. The first section of this chapter 
discusses selected research related to the two aspects of CBTE programs. 
Modules 
Because modules· contain· the basic instructiQnal elements of 
2 
objectives, learning activities, and evaluation, Lawrence 13tated that 
they may provide clues as to how well compet~ncy statements guide the 
measurement process. However, Foster argued that modularization 
restricts the parameters of the learning process to the mastery of 
1 Allen A. Scbmied,er, Competency-Based Education.: The State of 
the Scene. (Washington, D. C., 1973), p. 6. 
2Gordon Lawrence, "Delineating and Measuring Professional 
Competencies," Educational Leadership, XXXI (1974), p. 300. 
9 
the particular objectives on which the module is based and thereby 
denies the teacher candidate the opportunity to explore and to learn 
in situations that are more humanistic, He stated: 
Teacher cancdidates have different interests and 
abilities; they approach teacher education with varying 
cegnitive styles. Thus, they should not i>e restricted 
to a single mode of instruction,3 
The fact that modular material is largely self-instructional lead 
Elam4 to state that modularization may be attractive to only those 
students who are efficient, well-organized., and sufficiently self-
controlled to pace themselves through large chunks of material. 
Several studies have attempted to determine the effectiveness of 
the utilization of modules. Hurst5 examined the effects of learning 
10 
modules fer probing-inquiry teaching on elementary education students. 
The two treatment groups were an individualized instructional group 
using modules as learning packages and a grti>up using madules in a 
classroom setting. A control group received regular classroom instruc-
tion. The results found a significant increase in number of objectives 
achieved by the two treatment groups but no significant difference 
between the knowledges, attitudes, and preferences of su'hjects in the 
individualized and group instruction. The findings indicated that 
learning modules could produce changes in the knowledge and attitudes of 
3c1iff0rd m. F0ster, "Analyzing the PBTE Approach,n Educat:i..onal 
Leadership, XXXI (1974), p. 308. 
4stanley Elam, Performance-Based Teacher Education. What Is the 
State of the Art? (Washington, D.C., 1971), pp. 20-21. 
5Joseph B. Hurst, "Competency-Based Learning M0dules in Elementary 
Teacher Training: A Comparison of Individualized and Gr0up Instruction 
for Probing-Inquiry Teaching," Dissertation Abstracts International, 
XXXTV (lg73), p. 1752. 
elementary teacher trainees. Th~ modules used .in both individualized 
and group settings proved to b.e equally effecti.ve in teacqing specific 
objectives. 
The modular technique may be .as effective for use with. in-,service 
training as with pre-service programs. Merwin6 conducted a study in 
which two self,instructional modules were developed and field-tested 
with an in-service group of t:hirty-two secondary level social studies 
teachers. The modules were designed to develop teacher competencies 
in employing questioning strategies. A 50-itE?Ill multiple choice .test 
was employed as the criterion measure. It was used for both pre.,,- and 
post-,.testing in assessing the subjects' achievement on the objectivea 
of the modules. The results indicated that; thei;-e were significant 
differences between pre- and post-test scores.. Merwin. concluded that 
the .use of modules may have had a significant effect on the post-test 
scores, btit it was pointed out that the relatiyely short time spari. 
between.pre-, and post-,t;esting may have effected th~ findings. 
Some studies indicated that the modular approach may not be .any 
11 
mc;,re effective in proc;lucing teaching competencies than more traditional 
methods. Fardig7 made an evaluative study to determine the effec1:ive,-
ness · of .a set of original modular learning materials designed to 
facilitate student teacher acquisition of four basic teaching compe-
tencies. The module evaluation design included pre- and post-.-treatmen1: 
videotaping of student teacher classroom lessons made approximately 
6william C, Merwin, "Competency"-Based Modules for In-Service 
Education,". Educational Leadership, XXXI (1974), pp. 329-32. 
7Glen Ernest Fardig, "Four ~asic Learning Module1;3 for Student 
Teachers: Their Rationale,· Development, and Evaluation,!' Dissertation 
Abstracts Int~rnational, XXXIII (1973), pp. 5597-598. 
12 
fifteen weeks apart. The student teaching program failed to produce 
striking gain in proficiency and mastery of instructional skills. The 
self-administered learning modules did not prove.t9 be p~rticularly 
effective in changing: teaching- behavior in the student teaching setting, 
though the students perceived them to be helpful. 
A modular approach and.the traditional lec;ture apprpach to the 
8 teaching of .introductory cpllege poetry were compared. by Oseroff. 
Both ,groups' achievemen~ was significant ,at the • 05 level, ·but the 
. . . ' ' . 
traditional tr_eatm.ent group exceeded the ;achievement gain of the . 
modular group. Attitude levels did not change ·or differ significantly, 
altllough the:r;-e was a slight.favoring of the modular group. According 
to the above mentioned stuq.ies. no definitive statement could be made 
for the superiority of.the modular instru~tioQ.al approach. 
Objectives 
Another aspect, of compet.ency'-based plans has been the use of 
objectives. In order ,to iqentify competency-oriented materials that 
could be _used as.the. basic software for instructional modules, Joyce 
et al. 9 dei;icribed and analyzed a selection of performance-based materials 
available as of April, 1971. Few of the programs studied met all the 
behavioral standards-of ·specificity of objectives; adequate a~sessment 
measures, ia,nd·identification.of required levels of performance.· About 
one-third needed: further specification of objectives~ about1one-fourth 
8 Abraham Oseroff, "A Comparison of a Modular and a Traditional 
Approach to Ir+troductory College Poetry Instruction·," Dissertation 
Abstracts 'International, XXXIII (1973), pp. 547.8-79. 
9 Bruce Joyce et ,al., Materials .for Modules: · A Classification of 
Competenc:z-Oriented T.o:ols. for Teacher Education (New York, 1971) ~ p ~ L 
13 
lacked assessment measures, and almast all lacked identification ef 
required performance levels. 
The use 0f behavioral ebjectives in the m0dular approach may serve 
10 two functions according to Merrill and Towle. One functien may be to 
provide direction to students' learning. :By determining exactly what 
is expected of them, objectives could assist students in discriminating 
hetween relevant and incidental ar illustrative content. A secend 
function of ebjectives might lie in the fact that objectives ceuld 
previde some arganization tm the subject matter, 
In order to test the function of providing students with advanced 
11 infonnation of what is expected of them, Merrill and Towle canducted 
an experimental study with graduate students in a ceurse in programmed 
instructien. The thirty-two subjeicts tc!lok six units of instruction 
either with or without Dehavioral objectives. No significant differences 
were found between the gr©ups on unit test scores, test-item-respanse 
latencies or study time. However, the availability of the objectives 
decreased the level of the students' anxiety for the first three units. 
Bazik's12 research was c@ncemed with the evaluatien of an instruc-
timnal plan of individualized. instruction in which students were 
informed of specific hehavioral objectives in a mathematics course for 
prospective elementary school teachers. An experimental group of 
l© P. F. Merrill ami N. J. Tewle, The Effects of the Availability 
of ©hjectives en Performance in a Computer-Managed Graduate Course, 
Tech. Memo No. 47 (Tallahassee, 1972). 
11Ibid. 
12A. Matthew :Bazik, "Evaluation ll>f a Plan for Individualizing 
Instruction Through Informing Students of Behavioral Oijectives in a 
Mathematics Course for Prospective Elementary School Teachers at 
Elmhurst College, 11 l!>issertatill>n Abstracts Internaticmal, XXXIII (1973), 
p. 5594. 
14 
twenty-ane students was provided statements of behavforal mhj ectives 
alang with self-evaluation exercises. The centr<!>l greup of faurteen 
students studied unciler the traditional lecture...c;liscussion-recitation 
instructianal format. Nm significant difference was found between the 
experimental and cmntrol graups. H.ewever, Bazik reperted an enthusiastic 
reception of the objectives approach by the experimental group. 
In c<i>ntrast ta the twa previously mentioned studies, Enge113 
feund significant differences in the post-test and three-week interval 
retentia>n test sceres between objective and n0-oijective graups in fav0r 
of the behavioral ebjectives greup. The subjects were forty-eight 
elementary educatimn majors in a partially programmed instructien mathe-
matics course. The objectives group had received a cever sheet stating 
the 0bjectives 0£ the unit. 
The preciseness with which objectives are stated may have an 
effect upan achievement. · 14 Dalis c<!>nducted a study t0 determine the 
effect of precise instructbnal objectives en students' learning and 
to investigate various ways of communicating in writing that which was 
t0 be learned. The 143 subjects were selected from five tenth-grade 
health and safety classes. Participants were randemly assigned to one 
of three groups: precisely stated instructi0nal objectives, vaguely 
stated instructional objectives, and sh0rt paragraphs Gf health inform.a-
tion. The students receiving precise infarmation on what was expected 
13 R. S. Engel, An Experimental Study of the Effect of Stated 
Behavforal ©bjectives on Achievement in a Unit af Instruction on 
Negative and Rational Base Systems of Numeraticm. (unpub. Master's 
thesis, University 0f Maryland, 1908). 
14 Gus T. Dalis, "The Effects ef Precise ©ajectives upon Student 
Achievement in Health Education," J0urnal af Experimental Education, 
XXXIX (Winter, 197©), p. 2©. 
15 
ef them prier to instruction showed greater achievement than those who 
received vague er related informatien. 
The effects ef providing behavioral objectives ta students in a 
cellege ec0n0mics course during a four-week treatment peried were 
15 investigated by Tiemann. Significant differences were faund using 
retention test scores as criterion, with the behavioral objectives 
group scaring higher than the general objectives gr(!)up. More favorable 
attitude, as measured by a course evaluation questiennaire, was also 
ass(l)ciated with the pravisian of 'behavforal objectives. 
The superiority of precisely stated ebjectives was also indicated 
16 in a repert by Rothkepf and Kaplan, Intentional and incidental 
learning was studied as a function ef the specificity with which the 
Qbjectives were describecd. The major finding was that more intentional 
learning resulted £ram specific rather than bread ebjectives. Perform-
ance on beth intentional and incidental learning was considerably 
higher when instructional geals were explicitly stated than when 
expectations were described in general terms. 
Hyman pointed out that the specificity of objectives may restrict 
the curriculum. He stated: 
Specific ebjectives lead to specific curriculuar 
elements; and the net result ef this is a less G>f 
flexibility which is needed in a program serving a 
wide range of students varying in age, interest, and 
ability. Thus, though specificity in aT;,jectives may 
15P. W. Tiemann, "Student Use of Behaviorally-Stated Ol>jectives 
to Augment Conventional and Programmed Revisiens of Televised College 
Ecanomics Lectures" (Paper read at the annual meeting of the American 
Educational Research Association, 1968, Chicago, Illinois). 
16E. z. R0thk0pf and R. Kaplan, 11Expl©ration 0f the Effect of 
IDensity and Specificity of Instructienal ©ajectives on Learning from 
Text," J0urnal of Educational Psychology, LXIII {1!72), pp. 295-302. 
help in determining a f0cus, the same specificity may17 
serve te restrict the curriculum in actual operatimn. 
16 
Tyler18 pointed out that clarity is net the same as specificity in 
stating abjectives. · He stated that an educational objective need not 
be specific inarder to be clear,. attainable, and capable of assessment. 
Specific learning ebjectives have often been confused with clear and 
apprapriate educational abjectives. 
This section presented ·Selected literature climcerned with twe aspects 
af the campetency-based approach tCI> teacher educatian. The fel!Cllwing 
sectien reviews literature dealing with lecture and discussicm appreaches. 
Studies Related ta Lecture 
and Discussion Methods 
The lecture method, a roore or less tracUtfonal appraach in c0llege 
teaching, has eften been campared ta more inn0vative methads. 19 Siegel 
presented a lesson in Gestalt theory to students via lecture, videatape, 
audiotape, and printed notes. Comparing the effectiveness ef the vari-
ous media, it was feund that the graup with the printed notes perfermed 
best on an examination 0f the material, followed by the lecture and 
videotape greups whe f·ared equally well, and by the audfotape group 
wh© did the paorest. Siegel tested for prolonged retentbn two months 
later, and each greup sh0wea a significant drmp in the level of 
17R,;,nald T. H "M E d R i d t1:.- C i. 1 tt "' yman, eans- n s ea·son ng an. u1: urr cu um, 
Teachers Callege Record, LXXIII (February, 1973), pp. 393-4©1. 
18Ralph W. Tyler queted in Justin M. Fishlaein, "The Father of 
Behavi0ral ©bjectives Criticizes Them: An Interview with Ralph Tyler," 
Phi IDelta Kappan, LV (September, 1973), p. 57. 
19 · Haward B. Siegel, ''McLuhan, Mass Media, ancl Education, 11 J0urnal 
af Experimental Education, XLI (Spring, 1973), pp. 68-70. 
17 
retention, 'but the relationship 'between the various medias remained 
the same.· 
In a study designed ta test the effectiveness of lecture, forty-
six students in a ceurse in oral pathG>logy at tfre University of 
Kentucky were divided inte two groups: I and II. Group I attended 
only the first seven lectures. Group II attended only the last seven 
lectures. All mf the material cevered in the lectures c0uld be faund 
in the reacUng assignments. All students attended laberatary sessiC!>ns, 
but the time allotted for unattended lectures was given to the students 
to use as they felt proper. At the end of each seven-lectures section 
af instructien, a thiry minute objective type exam was administered. 
Questions in the first test referred to material covered during the 
first half of the course; test two contained questions pertaining only 
to the second half of the course. Results indicated that the students 
having the lectures did better en the abjective tests. The laboratery 
sessions apparently served to reinforce what had been heard or learned 
in the lectures. For those students not having the lectures, the 
probable main role af the laboratory sessions was ta help them 
distinguish the impertant items in the reading material. The experi-
menters cencluded that the lectures served as directianal devices that 
2()) pravided guidance for study. 
In defense ef the lecture, Kyle21 stated that the meth0d h0lds 
the pessibility af reaching the greatest num.l>er @f students in the·m0st 
~ " Sheldon Rovin, Ernest Lalcmde, and J0hn H. Haley, An Assessment 
of the Lecture," Impreving College and University Teaching, XX (Autumn, 
1972), p. 327. 
21 Bruce Kyle, "In E>efense 0£ the Lecture," Impreving C0llege and 
University Teachip.g, XX (Autumn, 1972), p. 325. 
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exciting way. Any fault of.the te.chnique is'probably due more to th~ 
professor's poor speaking ability or disorganization of tl?,inking than 
to the method. 
· 22 In order to <let.ermine student opinion of l~ctures, Birkel 
polled forty-two college students'preparing to. be secondary teachers. 
Negativ~ responses to the lecture method far outnumbered the. positive 
ones., Almost half of the students disliked the lack of interaction as 
contrasted with. class·discussion. 
23 Atherton cqmpared the ·lec,ture, discusElion, and independent study 
instr,uctional methods.. College students .were taught using fictitious 
material as p,!!,rt of the content of a course in social.welfare. The 
results indicatE:ld no significant differences on subtests for recall,of 
facts,, understanding of cdnt.ent, and application of; principles~ 
Howev~r, Atherton pointed out"that the study should he repeated with 
better .controls ;md a. less questionable sampling procedure. 
A r~latively small portion of ed:qcational writing·s· have dealt 
with the discussion method.· The experiments indicating that students 
learned equally well from discussion and lectur~ were usually made in 
24, psychology courses according to Hobbs. In such studies the s tuqen ts' 
learning was often tested; by objective ,exams that did not measure the 
intellectual Elkills, insights, and altered attitudes with which 
22Lane F. Birkel, "The Lecture Method: . Villa:i,n or Victim?" Peabody , 
Journal of Education, L (July, 1973), p. 298. 
23Charles R1 Atherton, "Lecture, Discussion, and Independent Study 
Instructional Methods Revisitecl," Journal·of Experimental.Education, 
XL (Sull).mer, 1972), p. 24. 
24 John N. Hobbs, "Discussion in the College Classroom," ·Journal 
of· Gener;al Educatiop., XXI (January, 19 70) , p. Z52. 
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discussion de.als. 
Landreth25 stated that· discussion is facilitated when each member 
. I 
of the group understands ·the purpose of the discussion tppic. Unlike 
conversation, the _boundaries of discussion are ·c;lrawn ·arOl-lnd a subject .. 
that.· requires some .common experiences and background information. 
· 26 Unless certain prereq4isites are met, Marshall warned, participatiori. 
irt a discussion will not necessarily advance understanding of the 
issue or affect progress ·toward a solu.tion. 
In contrast, some types ·of discussion ·focus ·on student opinion 
where no solution is ·sought.- · 'The goal' of such :discourse is free and 
· · 27 · 
open ,discussion on the topic at hand. ··· · The utilization of the 
discus$ion, therefore, may depend primarily· upo·n the Pllrposes to be. 
fulfilled by the course. 
28 Bausell and Magoon attempted to determine whether general 
college ;Student ratings· wer.e biased· in favor of pne type ,of 
instructional m~thod ot· anothe:r~ ·and what ,the structure of those 
differences.was. Ratings on twenty-,nine items were compared across 
five different methods of instruc~ion: (1) lecture, (2) lecture 
with lab, (3) lecture with some ·discussion, (4) discussion with 
25Garry L. Landreth, "Dynamics of Group.Discussion;" Clearing 
House, XLVIII (October, 1973), p. 127. 
26Max S. Marshall, "Discussing Discussion,''· Peabody Journal of 
· Education, XLVII (March, 1970), p. 262, 
27 ~ 
Bill M. Clark and Marl E. Ramsey, "Why Small ... Group ·Instruction?" 
National Association of ;Secondary School ·Principals, LVII (January, 
1973), P• 68. 
28R. Barker Bausell and Jon Magoon, "Instr1.1cti,onal Methods and 
College St:udent Ratings of Course and Instructors;'' Journal of 
Experimental Education, XL (Summer, 1972), p. 29. 
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some 'lec ..ture, and (5} ,discus1don. ·.· Rat±ngs 1·differed· "accprding ·to course 
or.gantzatipnal, features ·in ·thr·e·e· ·:l::ndep,~nden1r ·ways ·but· with straight. 
diei cus$ion .and micxe-d· <instruc-tipn·al method·s· :apreferred: .:qy· ·students. 
·· Summary 
This c~apter revieweti selected literature .. related to comp.etency-
based modules and b·ehavipra:i ·obj'ectives. . Two ·of· ·the : stud:i,es cited 
indi<r,ated that modules wer,e·.an effective means .Jor a'rltieving· ·speci.fic _, 
teacq.Jng • cpmpe tenc:ies .- Other studi·es. reported ·that_ ·the Jnodular 
.. 
approach WE!,S no mote, :effective in· producing competenq.ies , than tradi-
tioµ.al methods. 
Although, it wa~ imp·ossible to assert that the use of behavioral 
objectives inarel:lses student performance·from the studie~ cited in 
th;is chapter, two conclusions were c;lerived from the re.search. One~ 
students · seemed to . feel tllat ,objectives ,served -a use:J;ul purpose of , 
ident:ifying what was to. be le_arned. '.!,'wo, the ·clearness with which 
objecti:ves ·were ·stated_seemec;l to augment their,usefµlness~ 
R~search relat:ed ·to. lecture anc1 d±~oussion methods was al~o 
presented. Altthoµgh the le·ctur·e method apparently was ·an· e:Uective. 
technique to define and reinforc~ students,' ·learning; ·the· studies 
indicated tha,t st"4dents preferred the discussion approa-cl). or me,thods • 
mix.ed with discus.~i:01;1. • 
CHAPTER 11:I 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Sample 
Students enrolled in two sec;tions of EDUC 2450, ''Observation and 
Participation in the Elementary School," at Oklahoma State University 
during the spring semester of 1974 were the subjects. for tqis study. 
Members of the two sections of the course were randomly.assigned to 
groups, and .those groups were randomly assigned either the modular or 
the lecture-disct.1,ssion instructional treatment. For pµrposes of 
analysis, the two lectu:te'""discussion groups were combined to form a. 
total. membership of thirteen students. The total ·number of subjects 
in the modulip:- group waEl also thirteen. The sex and classification of 
the two tre.atment groups are sqown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
SEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF TWO TREATMENT GROUPS 
Group Sex Classification 
Male Female Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Modular 2 11 5 6 2 
Lecture-di~6us~ion 1 12 1 6 5 1 
TOTALS .3 23. 1 11 11 3 
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Procedure· 
The first twc;, class ',meeting~· of .the sEm,J.ester were devoted to 
course o:rientation and ,assignment o'f· students to local el,emen1=ary 
school classrooms. Starting with the thii;-d, week, the treatment groups 
began mee,:tip.g pn al1:ernate weeks., Therefore, the experimental tr,eat-
ments were appl:i;ed during a ten-week period, wi;~ each group meeting 
five times, Groups.were recombined.ip.to their respective sections the 
final tY[O weeks, th,e first .of which wa~ us~.c:1 for sharirtg of term 
project~~ The evaluat:l-ve ,instruments were administered the final week 
of the semester •. 
All ·,students were given sched,ule sheets outlining ·their particul;ar 
meeting dates. The mod,ul~r groups' she~ts e:iq>licitly·d,escribed-course 
requirements and exp·ectatio~s. I,ecture-:-disc;:t1,ssion gro4ps ·were told, 
that· tlley wpul~ ~e discussing· s·everal ;areas of c~µc·ern· ·to elementary 
teache1; education. Samp-l:e ·copi·es of the .:four .group·s·'· ·i:.nformation 
sheets may be found in·,:Appendix,.A,·pa~res 43-,47. 
Both groups dealt ··with five major ·are~s of .educational cqncerp. as 
topics. An;tic~pati.ng that st;ud·ents' perceptions- oi: ··the ·school · environ-
ment move f:rom atomistic· .to ·more 'holistic awarenes·s·es, topics were 
ordered to coincide with this movement~ Material was also arranged 
according to.increasing difficulty of factual irtformation presented. 
All groups used audio-visual mal;:erials chosen to.supplement the 
discussion anc:1 modular topics·. Media. presentations·were made at .the 
beginning of the clas~ periods to allow the remaining time .for l~cture-
discussions ',or individual study of :the ;modules. A listing of. suggested . 
media materials for an introductory education 'C'OUt'se is. ·given in 
Appendix B, page 49. 
Instructional Modules 
Instructiqnal ,modules were developed for the five topics to be. 
studied by the ,modular treatment groups. Each of the modules was· 
designed to include the following items: 
(1) Title - specifying the area of concern; 
(2) Directions.,- explaining how t6 proceed through 
the ,modules ; . 
(3) Objectives - indicating the cognitive abilities 
to. be acquired;· 
(4) Introduction - setting forth some backgro~nd or 
rationale for the study; 
(5) Content - presenting material pertinent to the 
topic; 
(6) Postte$t - evaluating students' understandings· 
of ;the materials; and 
(7) Answer Sheet ,,- inqicating the correct responses 
with short explanations for those answers. 
Two items usually included as ·components of comp·etency-based 
modules were not·consfdered to be.essential items·for this study. 
First, pretests were not ;,developed, due to th,e experimenter's desire 
that students work thrpugh all ;.the modules. It was felt that the 
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results of such. a procedure · would be a · truer indica.tion of the approach, 
and, therefore, be more useful for compartson purposes. Second, 
suggested ref.erences,and audio-visual materi,als were not incorporated 
in the moduJ,.es in order that other instructors or students who desired 
to use them might, select from a variety of .. supplemental materials those 
believed to be most beneficial. Copies of all. five modules are 
presented in f..ppendix C, pages 50 through 107. 
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Instruments 
Two instruments were administered to all students participating 
in the experiment. The mastery test was developed te sample students' 
CCllgnitive knowledges based upan the five topics af study •. An attitude 
evaluation was given ta assess students• ·feelings about the c<Durse, 
t0pics dealt with, and the methed of presentation. 
Mastery Test 
Thirty questions were f0rmulated and administered to students 
enr0lled in an educati&nal fC!>undations caurse. From these thirty items, 
ten were deleted due te the obviousness of the cerrect response. The 
remaining twenty G(uestions cC!>nsisted of sets of four items each drawn 
from the five tepics 0f study. The questions were sequenced to match 
the presentation af the madules, and each set af f0ur questions was 
further arranged in order of expected difficulty from easy t0 hard. 
(Questicms were written in the same ferm as that used far the m0dule 
post·tests; i.e., a statement af a situation was followed by three 
chaices from which the student was askec;l to select the ane that best 
cempleted the statement. The mastery test is given in Appendix D, 
pages 108-110. 
Attitude Evaluation 
Five specific questions to 'be. answered "Yes" er "Na" were asked 
of students in the attitude evaluation. The questions with a l>rief 
ratienale for each are given belew. 
{1) Did. you feel.free to express yourself in this 
class? 
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Bue te the characteristics ef the discuss·fon appr0ach, the experi- . 
menter 'believed that treatment might prci>tduce greater freedom ef 
expressien ameng the students in the lecture-discussion groups than 
~"" that ameng the students in the medular group's. The cqua~·tion was 
designed tm test the experimenter's idea. 
(2) Were the t0pics presented pertinent to this 
type af course? 
AlthGughthere are many topics with which an intreductmry educa-
tic,n cCi>urse for elementary teaching majmrs might deal, the tepics 
chesen l>y the experimenter were felt to be a representative sample of 
these &f major concern. The rationale for the questian is, therefore, 
self-evident. 
(3) Bid yeu feel the methea used ta present tepics 
was an appropriate ene fer this class? 
This cquestian was a crucial cme for this study since the useful-
ness cr,f any methed 0f instructien depends net 0.nly upon its success in 
develCl>ping students' knewledges and skills &ut in the ability le produce 
pleasurable feelings abCl>ut the process af learning·as well. 
(4) Was there a relationship eetween the tepics 
presented and y0ur 01,servation experience? 
The emphasis af this questien was placed upon the tepics' rela-
tienship t0 the students' experiences in the lacal elementary scho0ls •. 
It was the experimenter's 'ti>elief that ene sheuld cemplement the mther. 
(5). At this paint in time de> yeu plan ta became 
an elementary classreom teacher? 
This cquestien was asked mf students at the beginning 0£ the ceurse. 
It was repeated at the .• ~nd af the semester in orcder tcr, cietermine any 
changes in the number of students planning to enter the elementary 
educatian field. 
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Space was pr0viGlecd far students te write additicDnal c0mments 
abCi>ut the instruct&r, the cmurse, and the tCi>pics. The attitude evalua-
ticDn is presented in Appendix E, page 111. 
Statistical Treatments 
In order to tes.t the null hyp0thesis 0f n0 significant difference 
between achievement sc0res 0f students having the medular instructienal 
appr0ach and students having the lecture-discussi0n instructianal 
1 . 
approach, at test for differences between means was empl0yed. The 
2 Fisher exaet prebali>ility test was used t0 make a similar cemparison 
of the data ehtained frem the attitude measures.· 
The t test assumes that sceres are independent aiservations drawn 
fram n0rmally clismriiuted papulatians with ecqual variance. T0 determine 
if the variances 0f the twm treatment greups di.ffered _significantly, 
the F test3 was calculated. 
The Fisher test is a nenparametric technicque fer analyzing 
discrete data. Since the sample, sizes were ,less than twenty and all 
cell f.recquencies were n0t as large as five, the use 0f the Fisher 
test was apprmpriate fer testing the attitudinal data. 
Because the mastery test was cmnstructed by arranging each set 
af four questi0ns in the erder 0f medule presentatien, the items af 
ene set were n0t assumed ta, be cmnceptually ecquivalent tG the items 0f 
1James L. Bruning and B. L. Kintz, Cmnputatbnal Hancilbeek af 
Statistics (Glenview, Illineis, 1968), pp. 9-12. 
2 Sidney Siegel, Ncmparametric Statistics f0r the Behaviaral 
Sciences (New York, 1956), pp. 96-103. 
3Richard P. Runyen and Aucdrey Haaer, Fundamentals of Behavieral 
Statistics- (2nd ed.; Reading, Massachusetts, 1971), p. 1'9. 
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anoth~r set;. Theref·ore;· ·a ·test ·th'a·t; ·wciul:d -measure: ·the 0 rel:iability of 
the. instru,m:ent ·as· .a whole··wErs' ,·seleated.; The--spl±t .... hal::ves ·reliability 
coefficient·4 w~s US!:ed for this purpose·. · · The twe~ty ·i:t:ems were .assum~d 
to, be va.lid measures· sinc·e a ·representative ·set ·of questions ·was 
formulat!!d for each of· the five topics. 
No measure of reliability of items on the attit;llde evaluatiop. was 
!'3ec1;1,red. Beca.llse .of the µumber anc;l nat4re. pf tli,e questio-q.s ~ a test ... 
rete.st· c9mparison was fruitless~ The valid,ity, o·f the attitudinal 
instrume.nt was.',esl;ablished by ·examinatic;>P. of 0the· ·incliv±dual questiol).s~ 
The i terns appear,ed to be appropriate as. terminal· ,evaluative measures. 
· Summary 
Twenty-six .students ··enrolh~d in EDUC ·2·450,;· ·"·Observation and 
Partic~pation in the ::El·ementary ·School/' ·during" ·the ·spri-µg s~el:!ter 
of .1974 were subJe9tEr fqr tliis · stu.dy. The eJq>er±mep:t ·souglit tQ 
dete;rmine ap.y. d,iff~rences .. in· the. effects .of a mo·c;lular instruc;tional 
approach and, a l~cture.:..discUE(IS!ion !;lpproach. At the,end of the.semester. 
tli,e 13t4den·:t:s iq. both treatme~t grqu,ps were .given a mastery te13t and. 
an·att:itude evaluatiop.. The·t test and.the Fi~her exact·probability 
test were used to statietic~lly compare the g:i;:-oups '· responses· on. the 
t~p insJ:ruments:• The following chapter reports t~e results of _the 
compar:tson. : Samples of additiona+ connnents taken from ·th~ attitude 
evaluat~ons,?re in,cluc;led in the.analysis but werenot·stqtistically 
treated. 
4Bruni,;i.g, pp. 187-88. 
CHAPTER IV· 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS Q·F THE · DATA 
Resulte;; c:,f t;he· Mastery Tes.t 
A twenty item .mast~ry test was· administerecl to .·test the null 
hypoth,esis of no significant .diffei-en·ce ·in· the· acpievement of. studEmts 
hav·irrn a modul~r instruqtional ·approach and ·stud,ents ·having a lecture.,. 
¢lis9µssipti approach. Each test _item was ae;;signed a value of 5 points; 
therefore,, a ma:is:imum possible score of 100 was establtshed. The 
achievement scores of students in th~ two treatment gro1,1ps are presented 
in Ta.b'le· II, page 29. 
The t .test ... for a differenc·e ·betweeµ two independent means was 
ut-ilized in comparing the· scores of the _treatmept groups. Because the 
," 
use of· th;e t test assumes homogeneity pf variance, an ,F test was 
employed. The calculated, F-ratio of L 60 was. no·t· significant ·at tqe 
• 05 ·level (critical ,value of· F .= 3. 28). It wa·s. ass-µmed that both 
samplee; wer.e ·drawn from a- ,populatiorr with the same· varianc(;!s •· A t score 
of 1,34 _was ob1:ain,.ed by emplpying t'qe formula for the t test. The t 
value. which was E:1ignificant ,at -the , 05 level for 24 df was eq4al to 
2.06. Since the obtained t score of 1.~4 was·less ·than 2.06,. it was. 
concl.uded, that; ther.e was no significant,, differe'nce between the achieve- . 
ment scqres of students in·the·moc;lular group and studen1=s in.the 
lecture-discussion group. A summary of statistics for both'treatment 
grpups is given in Table III, pa~e 29. 
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TABLE II 
ACHT:EVEMENT 'SCORES· OF 'STUDENTS· 
I:N THE 'TWO" 'TREATMENT: GROUPS 
Modular (N . = 13) Lecture-discussion · (N = 13) 
TOTALS 
80 
95 
55 
80 
75 
85 
60 
80 · 
70 
80 
85 
80 
75 
1000 
TABLE III 
60 
65 
85 
75 
70 
85 
80 
60 
75 
65 
70 
75 
70 
935 
SUMMARY STA,TISTICS· FORTHE TWO· TREATME~T GROUPS 
Group N Mean Variance 
Modular 13 76.92 110.57 
Lee tu-re-dis cusi;;ion 13 71.92 68.91 
t=l.34;n,e:i. 
Critical value oft= 2.06. 
s.n. 
10.51 
8.30 
29 
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In wrder to test the reliability of the mastery test, a split-
halves reliability measure was computed. Since the mastery test was 
constructee:l by cwmhining five sets of questi0ns cevering each of the 
t0pics studied, pairs of scQres were formed ay placing the even-numbered 
item in one group and the odd•-numbered items in the ather g:roup. The 
pairs af scores were then used to cmnpute the split-halves relfa.bility 
coefficient. A value of .55 was ontained which indicated that the test 
was not highly reliahle. 
Results 0f the Attitude Evaluation 
The Fisher exact prol,ability test was emplayed to test the null 
hypothesis af no significant difference in the attitudes of the treat-
ment greups. The frequencies of 11Yes 11 and t~o" answers for each ef the 
five ~uesti0ns were tabulated and placed in 2 X 2 contingency tables. 
The Fisher test was then CQmputed to determine whether the two groups 
differed in the prop@rtili>n l'!)f "Yes" amt 11NG 11 responses. 
The null hypQthesis was rejected in twe of the five attitudinal. 
measures. Question 1 asked studenu whether ar net they felt free to 
express themselves in cl.ass. The ohtained probability value of .047 
indicatedthat students in the lecture-discussi0n group felt slightly 
more free to express themselves than students in the modular treatment 
gr0up. ~uestien 3 refe.rred to the appropriateness of the instructi0nal 
method used and also favored the lecture-discussiGn group ( p ~ o©47). 
(Questicim 5 asked students whether l!>r not they planned to becmme an 
elementary classromm teacher. At the beginning 0f the semester twenty-
five students respanded nYes" t(l) the question and one resp,timded "Ne. 11 
When the same question was asked at the end G>f the semester, tw0 
students responded, "No'' with ·a few students who· ·answei;-·ed ·"Yes" indi-
eating they were not· sure· of their decision· (see ·the .·discussion of 
additional comments). Table IV lists the five qqest±oµs presented· 
in. the attit~de evaluation with corresponding probabilities. 
TABLE IV 
ATTITUDE EVALUATION QUESTIONS WITH 
CORRESPONDING· PROBABILITY VALUES· 
Question Probability Value 
1. Did you feel free to.express yourself in 
this class? 
2~ Were ·the topics· pres·ented pertinent to 
this type of coui;se? . 
3. Did you feel the method used.· to present 
topics was an.appropriate one·for this 
·cla~s? 
4~ Was ther_e a relationship between the 
topics, presented and your observation 
experiences? · 
5. · At ,this point in time· do· yo4 plan to 
become'an elementary clas;sroom:teacher? 
* '·' Significant 
* .047 
.50 
* • 047 
.267 
• 24 . 
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Students were asked to write additional c9nmrents' ·about· the topics, 
me~hod of instru~tion, · and ·the. course in general. Samples concerning 
the :various conµnents are presented and 4iscqssed ·in.the following 
secti.pn. 
As the response ta questfon 2 affirmed, the majority of students 
felt the tepics presented were pertinent fer study. Two comments 
directly concerned with the topics were: 
The topics were pertinent to education today. 
The topics presented in class were good in relation 
to the overall experiences we had and also in general 
interest level, 
The mocdular group apparently did nC!lt feel free ta discuss their 
experiences with the instructor 0r peers after warking thr0ugh the 
modules according to the C(!jmments made. This attitude may not have 
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been due as much te the instructional method as to lack of opportunity. 
The time limitation placed upon students having to complete the modules 
and participate in the auc!lio-visual presentatic,ns was a restrictian, as 
one student p0inted out: 
The modules would be great for individual work without 
the confines of attending class except to take the posttests. 
I think we ceuld ha,ve g@tten more out <l>f the class time by 
discussing. 
Another student reflected a similar attitude: 
The m©dules were well written and informative, i>ut they 
were exactly the same stuff they•ve handed aut in the ether 
education courses I've had. I felt I was learning sa much 
at my schoel that I wanted ta share it and hear the ideas 
of others as well. 
A supplemental analysis mf the mastery test scares indicated that 
juniors and seniors achieved a slightly higher average score (77%) 
than that of freshmen and s~phtm1ores {72%) which may account, in part, 
for the a0ove mentioned comment. 
Comments frem those students in the lecture-discussion group were 
affirmative toward the apprmach in general: 
Our class discussions were informative and interesting. 
I enjoyed the ·comments· from others -who ·we~t· ·to .different 
types of teaching·situations·than I did. 
However, there may have 'been ·too much ·opportunity for discussion 
and not enough lecture as the ,following two statements pointed out: 
I don't know if I learned too ·much from ·class, but I 
did enjoy listening to other 'peop'le '·s exp'eriences. 
I felt some of th.e topics were not discussed enough. 
These things wer:e probably what the students who had the 
modules had the chance to read about. 
The cours.e as a whole '·was well received ·by all the students. 
Selected connnents about the course and its value as a means for making 
decisions about teaching were: 
The course provided a real means of searching myself 
to se~ if this is where I belong, 
I know now for sure I want to teach. 
Before I took this course I had no idea what it would. 
be like to be a teacher. 
Further analysis· of the data presented is made in Chapter V with 
conclusions drawn from the re~ml ts. Implication~ for. further study· 
are also given. 
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CHAPTER. V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summary 
The purpese of this study was to develop a set of cempetency-
based modules and compare their utilizatien with the conventional 
instructi©nal approach in·an intrCiilductery ecducatien course. Stucdents 
in twe secti0ns af E1l>UC 245Cfl, tt@i>servatien and Participatien in the 
Elementary Scheel," were rand0mly assigned te groups, and these gr0ups 
were randomly assigned t0'either the modular or the lecture-discussion 
treatment. At the end 0f instructien, a mastery test ancd an attitude 
evaluati0n were administered te all students in (!)rder t0 determine 
any difference in achievement er attitude between the twe treatment 
gr0ups. Ne significant difference was fci>und betweengreups on the 
mastery test. However, results ef the attitude evaluation favored the 
lecture-discussian group in the ameunt 0f felt freedem ef expressien 
and in the suitability 0f the instructienal appr0ach ta the caurse. 
CenclusiC!llns 
Examination ef the·sceres presentecl in Tal>le II, page 29, indicated 
that students having the modular instructiC!>nal approach achieved 
somewhat higher scores on the mastery test than students in the lecture-
discussiGn greup, altheugh that difference was not significant. This 
difference c0uld have been the result 0f the m0dular groups• practice 
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in answering the questi(l)ns askecd 0n the five ,111G>dule posttests. The 
results ef the mastery test werealse ttuestienahle due t0 the law 
reliability 0£ the test. The • 55 reliaiili ty value· mest pr0l>ai>ly was 
caused hy the limited number ef items (twenty questiens) ancd by the 
experimenter's miscalculations concerning th.e·preper erdering 0£ the 
items in each set accerding te expected difficulty. 
Fr0m the results af the attitude evaluati0n, it was cencluded 
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that the cenventienal lecture-ciliscussien appr0ach was slightly preferred 
by students. Additional c0nunents written by the students c0nfirmecd the 
inference that· a lecture-discussion apprGach was mere apprepriate f0r 
use in that particular class. The maj.erity ef stucdents seemed t0 feel 
that discussian during class time c0ncerning theirsmservational 
experiences was beneficial. It was·c0ncludecil that mecdules might be 
m0st useful as 0ut-of-class work te b.e f0ll0wed up by the posttests 
and discussfon with the instructE>r and peers in class.- The limited 
am0unt ef outside werk expected (!)f stucients enrelled in a ene credit 
heur ceurse and the attempt te centre! the experimental variable ef 
study time expended prevented the experimenter fr(!)11l·establishing outside 
w0rk as a .part 0£ this study.. It was alse the· experimenter's desire 
that discussion in· the medular gr0up not cempete as··a variable with the 
cdiscussion in the lecture-discussi0n greup. 
-The tapics ch0senf0r study i:,y the experimenter seemed apprapriate 
tci> eath the c0urse·and the a,1,servation activities in the lecal elemen-
tary sch00ls. The fact that a few students feund the material presented 
ta he similar in cCl>ntent to &ther cmurses ceuld have·'&een due tG> the 
difference in eciucatienal level <Df the stuc!lents. Altheugh the caurse 
was c!lesigned for freshman and sophamCDre level stuc!lents, the inhrmatien 
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presented in Ta'E>le I, page 21, indicated. that an equal number ef s0phe-
meres and juniors were enrollecd in the c0urse. It was quite possible 
that students classified as juniors had a much &r0aciler educatfonal 
base upen entering the ceurse than freshman and sophomere students. 
Results frem the final attitudinal question indicated that the 
caurse may indeed have been a means for students ta formulate decisions 
regarding teaching. Analysis ef the cemments ,made iy students seemed 
to indicate an increased confidence in their career ch0ice or a definite 
decisian ta enter either ether aspects ef the educatiC!>nal field 0r 
anether career. 
Fr0m the results of this study, the experimenter cancluded that 
beth a competency-based appreach using modules as instructianal devices 
and a lecture-discussian approach are valid means for instruction at 
the cellege level. The questiens that must be asked before changing 
any teacher education pragram currently in existence is: "What is 
the 'best instructienal methed f0r each student in a class at a 
particular place anGl time?" The mest legical answer woulGl seem tm l>e · 
the establishment ef a system whereby students ceuld select the type 
of instructienal appraach most suited ta their neeGls and abilities. 
It weuld seem that with Gur present level of educatienal anGl techn0-
logical knewledge, the establishment af two er three alternative 
pregrams at any reasmnably large cellege or university wmuld net be 
an impassible task. 
Implications 
Altheugh this study found ne evidence te warrant changing the 
cenventienal instructional appreach te an appreach using competency-
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based medules, it seems a,hvieus that this study was n0t broad eneugh 
te make a definitive statement regarding ct!mlpetency-i>ased teacher 
educatien pra,grams. It weuld be mCDst ieneficial tt9 compare the effects 
a,f a cempetency-\ased program and a cenventienal prCDgram in a lengitu-
ciinal study. By using a larger numier of students· in the sample and 
following these students thrt9ugh the cemparative pregrams from entrance 
te exit, mere cmnclusive results cQuld ie gained. 
Regarding the type af early, field-experience ceurse that was 
dealt with in this study, it wauld le helpful ta identify the impact 
of such a ceurse upen students as they ptegress threugh a pr0gram. 
Stuc!lents wh0 have hac!l experience WCDrking in the sche0ls as teacher 
assistants might 'be campared with thC!>se wh0 have had no previti>us 
experience prier te student teaching. 
The auther h0pes that the research presented in this thesis will 
paint eut the need fer further study of teacher education programs and 
the types ef instructienal apprC!>aches utilized in these programs, 
There is an everpresent danger in estali>lishing any innevative program 
witheut carefully c0nsidering \ef0reh.and its wmrth. Hepefully, such 
research will cause ecducaurs to realize the advantages and disadvantages 
inherent in all new pr0grams, as well as existing plans, and te cheese 
these pregrams m0st suitahle for meeting their ed.ucati0nal goals. 
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APPENilIX A 
INF©RMATI©N SHEETS F©R TREATMENT GR©UPS 
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SCHEDULE FOR LECTURE-JDISCUSSI©N GR©UP 
EIDUC 2450, Monday, 11:3© 
This is ymur seminar schedule. Please put it in a safe place 
in y@ur notebook ss you will always knaw when class is meeting. 
January 28 
February 11 
February 25 
March 18 
April 1 
April 15 - Sharing af prajects 
April 22 - Ceurse evaluation 
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SCHEIDULE F@R MOBULE GR©UP 
EBUC 2450, Mand.ay, 11:3© 
©bjectives of the ©rt-campus Seminars 
Given a schedule ef the meeting dates with the m0dule topic to be ' 
dealt with on each date, the student is expected to meet the following 
r~quirements: 
(1) Attend all of the scheduled meetings unless excused 'by 
the instructor. 
(2) Complete all 0f the assigned modules. 
February 4 - "The Teacher'' 
February 18 - "The Chilcilren" 
March 4 - "The Scheel" 
March 25 - "The Methocils" 
April 8 - "The Curriculum" 
April 15 - Sharing @f pr@j ects 
April 22 - C0urse evaluation 
SCHEDULE F©R LECTURE-DISCUSSI©N GROUP 
E])UC 2450, Tuesday, 11:30 
This is your seminar schedule. Please put it in a safe place in 
yG>ur noteb.eok so you will always knew when class is. meeting. 
January 29 
February 12 
February 26 
March 19 
April 2 
April 16 - Sharing of prajects 
April 23 - C0urse evaluation 
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SCHEDULE F©R MOBULE GROUP 
EI!>UC 245(!), Tuesday, 11 :30 
©hjectives ef the 0n-campus Seminars 
Given a schedule ef the meeting dates- with the 1U(!)dule tepic te l>e 
dealt with en each.date, the stucdent is. expected to meet the fellowing 
reC!luirements: 
(1) Attend all ef the scheduled meetings unle·ss excused by 
the instructer. 
(2) C0mplete all of the assigned m0dules .• 
Fel>ruary 5 - '·'The Teacher" 
Fem.ruary 19 - "The Children" 
March 5 - "The SchC!><!>l 11 
March 26 - "The Metheds" 
April 9 - "The Curriculum•• 
April 16 - Sharing 0f prejects 
April 23 - Caurse evaluation 
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A LISTING 0F SUGGESTED MEDIA MATERIALS 
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SUGGESTEB ·MEDIA MATERIALS 
FILMS 
CAREERS - E:DUCATI@N: Jl>eu'bleciay Multimedia, H170•· C(!)ler, 12 min.; 
available from ©SU Audio-Visual: Center, Stillwater, ©klahoma. -
H0W CHILFlREN LEARN: NBC, 1972,celer, 23 min,; available·from the 
University of SCDuth °Flarida, Tampa.-
THE CHILI!>WATCHE:RS: McGraw-Hill, 1969, color, 3el min .• ; available f ram 
the University of.Seuth Florida, Tampa. 
TEAM TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCH©©L: IIDEA, 19.7E>-, celo·r, 22 min.; 
available frem the~·University of South Florida, Tampa •. 
CHARLIE ANI!) THE.G©LIDEN HAMSTER - THE N©N-GRADEJ)) EL.EMENTARY·SCH©©L: 
IDEA, 1968, cGler, 13 min. ; available frem (!)SU Audio-Visual 
Center, Stillwater, Oklahoma. · 
TEACHING TECHNI(QUES: McGraw-Rill-, 1964, cefor, ·18 min.; available 
from the University Gf South Flo.rida, Tampa.· 
MAKE A MIGHTY REACH: IDEA; 19.67, black anci white, 28 min.; available 
frem 0SU Audie-Visual Center, Stillwater; Okla~a. 
Au»I© TAPES 
"Crisis in the· Classr(!)Gm -· A llliagnosis. with' Suggest·ions fer Remedy: 11 
ASCJi> Audio Cassette, 1971, 37 min •. 
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THE INSTRUCTIONAL ME>li>ULES 
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M@Ii)ULE I : · THE TEACHER 
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M©BULE I: THE TEACHER 
Directions 
As ya,u wark through this· mociule·, yeu · will Cl>Ccasionally i>e asked to 
make writte~ respmnses. When yeu feel familiar with the material that 
is presented, cemplete the pesttest. Fellewing the p0sttest yeu will 
finci a listing ef the apprepriate answers. Grade yeur test anci record 
the number of correct responses in the space previcded. Yau should reaci 
the brief explanatien far each tquestien that.you have inc0rrectly 
answered. 
©bjective 
Given a set ef multiple-chaice tquestians. dealing with situatiens 
ciescribing specific teacher roles, the student will icientify the app~0-
p-riate rele categcnry for each situatici>n. 
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M©DULE I: THE TEACHER 
IntrC!ldUctien 
Attemptingte describe "the teacher" is a difficult task for there 
are n0 established success criteria fer teaching. Naturally there are 
certain persC!lnality traits that ceme to mind when 0ne thinks 0f a "good" 
elementary scheol teacher: intelligence, enthusiasm, em0ti0nal stability, 
etc, ©ne 0£ the m0st commenly stated requirements f0r .a teacher is an 
enj0yment 0.f warking with children. As trite as this may s0uml, it is 
particularly imp0rtant for the elementary sch00l teacher, Yau may have 
time this semester te read SC!lme C!lf the studies c0ncerned with teacher 
characteristics, Even if yeu den't, hmpefully yeur ebservatien; experi-
ences wi'll help yeu ta recegnize seme ef the mest imp0rtant behaviers 
related to effective teaching, 
When you are with your ceoperating teacher in the elementary 
sch0ol where yeu are observing, yeu will n0 deubt notice her* 'behavi0r 
in many different situati0ns and l>eceme aware ef the camplexities 0f 
the teaching jab. The teacher has many different rG>les. These reles 
are se interweven that a teacher would be hard pressed t0 tell yeu 
exactly hew many "parts" she was playing in any ene time peri0cd.-
Nevertheless, for purposes ef erganizing this tepic, teacher r0les 
and respensibilities have been placed under four major categaries in 
this madule: instructional, guidance, professi0nal, and cemmunity. 
*Since the majority af c00perating teachers are wemen, the-feminine 
gender will l,e used threugheut the m0dules •. 
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· InE1tructional Role 
Some '·of the instructioµal respoµsib:Hities of ·the teacher .are 
dependent upon the type ·of classroom ·organizatic;m ut~lized in_. the 
part:i::cular school. (Organi.zation will: he discussed ·i·n· a· later module,) 
Suffice it ,to say that the ·_teacher in a self'-contf;t±nec\ classroom 
usually has the responsibility of teaching a broader range of subjects 
than the teacher in a school,that is semi:--departmentalized, Many 
schools have specializecl teachers in,art, music; and physi:cal education, 
thus the necessity o~ a teacher being an."expert" in those,areas is 
reduced somewhat. Nevertheless, since most people consider the primary 
functiot:t of the school to be .instrµcti:onal, the elementary teacher must 
be well versed in, all areas of the curr:i::culum, 
Methods c9urses 'a:re c:le~;igned to qualify teachers to teach the 
major stibj.ect areas. · Curriculum g1.1,ides · and textbooks '<also ass:j_st -. 
teachets,ip. teaching specific topics of a subject. · Sufficient study 
and preparation is an important aspect of'. the ,±n'str:uct:i:onal role. The 
beginnin.g teacher will find that proper planning- makes the t~aching act 
occur,more .spontane9usly and smoothly. While· the: experienced teacher 
can' get by with a few notes· ,as reminders of how· she wilT proceed, you· 
will probably nee9 to ,make daily detailed lesson plans·• · Setting down: 
the object;ives_ of tl;i.,e lesson, the procedure to be 1.1,sed, materials 
needed, and an evalua.tive method increases ypur, ability to proceed 
confidently with the les.136n. 
Briefly discuss one'type of planning (lesson, claily, weekly, unit· 
of work,, etc.) which you have noted in the classroom that you observe, 
The teacher will have specific objectives around whi;ch she will 
struct;ure .,the lesson. · ·Children ·who· ·share tvith ··the·teac;her in the. 
formulation of -certain objectives are :more likely to ·be moq.vated 
toward the achievement of·those goals. An activity which is not 
related to an accepted goal of the.child can be repeated again and 
again with little gain in learning, 
After determining the objectives of the lesson, ·the. teacher will 
need to define the student behaviors.that will indicate·achievement 
and .to devise a method of. measuring ·those behaviors. · The type of test 
used will depend upon the kind of objectives being measured. Testing 
will allow the teacher to diagnosis the neeqs. of children that have 
not as yet been met. Individual diagnosis is a time consuming task 
when the class is.large. However, if ·the teacher is to be.truly 
effective, she must plan the learning experiences to meet the needs 
of each child. 
Name two types pf·· testing which you have observed. 
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The teacher. who seeks to integrate textb.ook material with the 
children's'experiences prodt1ces a more·creative teaching style than one· 
who is bound by the sp.ecific facts 'and ''covering"· the subject. The 
creative teacher emphasizes not only the struc;tur~ of a Sllbj ect but. 
develops· a curriculum. pattern based on an interffction between the · 
learner and the subject matter. · The task becomes one of setting up 
the learning situation and .then allowing the children to develop the 
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ccmcepts af the lesson in divergent ways. The greatest challenge fC9r 
the teacher is ts make the subject matter personally meaningful tG the 
stwients. When children begint0 experience the excitement Qf learning 
for themselves,. the teacher is dese,rving af the rewarding feeling that 
ca>mes fr0m km>wing that her efforts have been successful. 
Guidance R(;)le 
The rt1>les 0£ the teacher as instruct0r and as caunselor are clasely 
. . 
relatec!l. The guidance precess emphasizes the study 0£ the self just as 
the instructianal precess emphasizes the study of subject matter. As 
the teacher assists the student in gaining academic cencepts, she is 
also having a cdirect influence upon bis emetfonal, social, and meral 
cilevelepment. Because of the length of time which elementary school age 
children spend with a teacher each day, her impact upen them is seccmd 
enly t0 that ef their families.· 
As a c0unsel0r, the teacher shmuld net attempt te overunderstancd 
the student, particularly in the area (!)f psychalagical. data. It is 
perhaps better fer the teacher te knew nothingal>0ut a child in the 
beginning than t0. have a biased 0pini0n gleaned from a cumulative 
folder or frem the chilcd's- previeus teachers. In ether w0rds, the 
teacher shmuld n0t let past behavier dictate her attitude t0ward the 
child. 
The teacher has the respmnsibility tm accept·the·cbild as he is 
and tO> respect him. Jesus was a master teacher 'because He acceptecd 
pe0ple. When the teacher is accepting of an insecure child, the child 
gains a feeling 0f cenfidence in himself. ,Discipline grmws out ef the 
teacher's respect for the students. The teacher sheuld reject the 
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hehavi0r that is net suitahle t0 the situati0n while making it clear 
that she is not rejecting the child. 
In the instructienal area the needs of the individual determine the 
ceurse of action; otherwise, the needs 0f the group determine the 
procedure. The same is true mf discipline. The teacher shc!>uld be 
censistent, but this dees net imply the same punishment fci>r all. 
Discipline techniques serve twe functiGns: the reestablishment 
ar cantinuation 0£ the adequate functic!>ning of the gr0up and the 
establishment 0f goals f0r resp0nsihle actbn in the future. Th-e gaal, 
0£ course, is self-discipline. The teacherts task is to give the child 
. supp0rt and the responsibility af centrelling his 'behavior. 
Briefly describe a classraammanagement technique which you have 
0bserved y(!)ur ceoperating teacher use successfully. 
The teacher is very much a medel fer the chilciren. Anycme wh0 
has ever seen children playing 11schaol11 knews hew they tend tm imitate 
the hebavior and attitude C!lf the teacher. As she WC!lrks with children, 
the teacher sh0uld remember that she is transmitting pers0nal attitudes 
and values. When speaking about subjects with sacial C!)r emotional 
evertenes, the teacher shoold i>.e as (\'jbj ective as passible and label 
personal 0pini0ns. 
Pr0fessi(i)nal R.G>le 
As a member 0f· the teaching pr@fessi0n a teacher has certain nan-
teaching duties. Teachers are expected t0 keep current in their fielcd. 
This may be accomplished thrcimgh reading sf professiom.al beoks and 
jeurnals and by participating in in-service training sessionso Many 
schools alse require that teachers camplete a certain number af addi-
tianal cCi>llege caurse heurs beyc>nd t'he machelG>r 's degree within a 
specified number ef years. 
Can yau name a prefessienal jaurnal which you have seen in the 
teacher's lmunge er schoel library.? 
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S0metimes teachers are asked l>y Gther educa tll>rs t0 answer questi<1m-
naires or to review b<iHDks, Teachers alsa 0ccasi0nally participate in 
educational writing and/1JJr acti(!)n research of their awn. ActiGn research 
is that type af experimentation which takes place in the classraam. 
Usually teachers l>eleng to at least Cilne prCl>fessional organizatiCl>n 
\ 
such as the Natienal Educaticm Association. There are als© local, 
state, and special interest asseciaticsns in which a teacher can 
participateo The jeurnals published l>y these numerous educational 
arganizations are valuable t0 the :impr0vement ef the teacher'·s instruc-
~ 
tici>n. Many af these assedatill>ns also deal with tapics ef direct 
cencern t0 teachers, such as standards and salaries. · 
SchCll«!>l administraurs usually expect teachers u·becmme involved 
with activities. that are intended to upgrade the profession. In many 
schools faculty meetings provide 0pp0rtunities far teachers to centri-
bute and exchange ideas for educatianal improvements. A teacher.may be 
asked to serve as a. consultant ta the ather teachers in same area in 
which she is particularly well informed •. An attitude 0f· caaperative-
ness am«mg the ·teachers and. between teachers ancl administraters is 
impmrtant to the impravement 0f the prmfessiQn. 
r 
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yommunity· •Se~vi:ce Role 
There · is .much, varia~ioI). in: the ·expect:at±ons 'Of the· t·eacher' s role,. 
in 'communJty aqtiv=L.tieJ:! from orie .lpcale · to· another~ Bec-au!3e of the. 
significant influ,~nce that _teachers .have upon· ,childre1;1 in ·scq.bol,,. most 
· cc!mnnuri:i ties tend tp · exp~c t: .certain !3 tandards of · appearaµce and b ellavior 
i~ out,of.,-school 'act;,ivities .as :well. · Althouih there :has been a relax-
ation of some expect-at;ioµs, th~· teac;l:\er is sti:11 re~rarded ·as a, respected 
leader. in tq.e ·communit:y an.d; as sucll, may_ be asked to partici,_pate in 
local, civic organizations ·,aµc;l/or. church groupsr. 
It is wise. for a teac;her ·to inquire aboq:t· 1the ·typ·e· and ,amount -of 
community involvement exP'ec·ted befo:i;-e 'accept:t;µg ·a· position., ·· ~ince the 
teacller. represents' the schopl; mc;:rs:t ,administrators· 'w±-1,1- ep:cpur~$e a. 
teacher to part.ic!p~te in· -ac·tivitj,es -that.;ep:hance iood ·publi·c ·relatiot).s; 
· Having a···good 'working ·relat±()I).sli:tr, with'. ·parenti,r ·;t·ttcreaeres· ·th·e· ,s4cc~ss 
· of· P .T.A. · organizati·ons,, pai::-·ent;..t:'e·ach'er' ··co.n-fe-rences/ ·ami' ·programs• that, 
. . . - . . . ' . ' 
ut~l:i,ze parep.ts. as · 1tea.che1:" aide:s ~; ··· Teach~r·s in· the ;el:eme,ntary sch_ool,, 
frequent:ly call ·upon communtty· members · to setve a·s resour.ce persons ' 
a:p.d to assist wHl;,. ~ielg trips. 
Since public scho'ols ',are: supported by. t·axe·s ,· ·:·ft· ±·s ·,only logical 
. . ' ' 
that the ,people .have an ._intereiJt ,in th~ educational, asp·ect -of _their 
community. Lqcal newspapers· and radip ·anc;l t:e·l~visi.on stations are·· 
usu_ally. in1:erested in reporting infprm~ti.on, regarding school·functions. 
The wise teach~r learn!:3 to apply this in1:er~st to the;_f4lfillment of 
the. edu~ation,al engeavpr. , 
Wllen you fe.el famil:f,.ar enough_ witf;i the ;material ,p+e-se~ted, to meet 
the ,,objective, of. thiE:i_ mo4ul·e, yqu s4oul'cl: comple~-e ·-~rre· :ppst:t:es~~ 
P©STTEST FCOR M@DULE I: THE TEACHER 
Directbns: Circle the letter of the multiple-chGice item which best 
c0mpletes each quest.fen. 
1. Mrs. P. is werking with Gther teachers·in the schl!lol system t0 
develep a curriculum guide for science activities. This is a/an 
rt!>le. 
---
A. instructional 
:B. guidance 
C. professfonal 
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2. Mr. T. has meen asked hy university persmnnel to determine the type 
lfi>f lfi>rary 'b@oks read m0st frequently t,y his sec<md graders. He 
keeps an accurate rec<!>rd ~f the 'bo4!lks which each child reads during 
free-reading time. This is a/an rele. 
A. instructional 
B. guialance 
C. pr«l>f essional 
3. Mr. P. is studying his students' math papers to determine the 
cause C!)f the errC!>rs made. This is a/an rale. 
A. instructiGnal 
B·. guidance 
C. pre.>fessianal 
4.· Mrs. R. rem0ves ScGtt fr&m his math, we:>rk with which he is having 
difficulty. She asks him if be W(!)uld like t(!) work at the science 
ta'li>le and return to the math· later. This is a/an ,rele. 
A. instructional 
B. guidance 
C. prefessi@nal 
5. Mr. N. is g0ing d0wnt0wn after schGGl tG vete in the lecal Scheel 
B0ard electiGn. This is a/an role, 
A. instructional 
B. pr@fessiGnal 
C. cemm.unity service 
6. Mrsi. H. is :reading l!!ilver the sdence unit en plants and deciding 
up@n alternative activities tllrll 'be used with the textbol!alk. This 
is a/an n1le. 
A. instructi0nal 
I. guidance 
C. prl!!ilfessi@nal 
7. Mrs. M. is a den mother fer a Cub Scout tr~~p. This is a/an 
r(!)le. 
---
A. instructi0nal 
B. guida,nce 
c. community service 
8. Mrs. Y. has been asked to serve as the fourth grade representative 
on the heok selecti~n cemmittee far new ge0graphy texts. This is 
a/an r0le. 
A. instructianal 
B, guidance 
C. prafessional 
9. Mrs. S. allews her kincdergat'ten children time te express their 
f ~ieH'f.l,gs a,~((l)Ut yl!!ilunger br@lth~r~ c,,'.JC' sist~t"~ WO.@> seem tt, be getting 
all the attenti0n at h~me. This is a/an r@leo 
A. inst:ructiGnal 
B. guidance 
C. commuini ty service 
10. Ms. C. f~~ls that Jack is nat reading· as well as he sh0uld be. 
She decides t~ aclminister a reading invent~ry to assist in the 
diagn@lsis 0-f Jack's reading difficulty. This is a/an :rl!!ille. 
A. inst:ructi~nal 
lo guidance 
C. p1rnf essi«i>nal 
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The mG>st apprepriate answers are: 
1. C 2. C 3. a 4. m 5. C 6. a 7. C 8. C ,.-b. lf. a 
ScCi>re: 
]l)icd yeu have trouble with seme 0f thequestiens? What rationale cany(i)u 
provide far your answer? A b.rief explanatien fli>r each answer follaws.-
1. The clevelopment of· a curriculum guide will hopefully lead te> 
impr0ved instruction. However, w0rking with ether teachers en a 
system-wide activity involves additi0nal time and effmrt 'beyend 
that required f0r classrm0m instructien and is, theref0re, an -
aspect 0f the pref essic:mal rG>le. 
2. Mr. T. is assisting with research in this situatiCi>n and is, there-
fore perf0rming a prefessional r(i)le. 
3. Fr0m the results ef the math papers,· Mr.·P. can diagn0sis the 
instructbnal needs ef children which have net as yet oeen met. 
4. Scett has li>ec0me frustrated with the math task. By taking him 
•'<>.~. from the math werk without· em.harassment, she is performing a 
guidance rale. 
5. The Sch00l Board represents an imp(i)rtant branch 0f the sch0ol 
organizati©n, and it is under.stand.able that a teacher is interested 
in 'the selecticr,n af memmers who will be making ecducatic>nal palicy 
decisici>ns.- The emphasis in this situation is upc1m the teacher's 
,responsibility te vate as a citizen 0f the c0nnnunity. 
6. Attempting te integrate texthc.><i>k material with meaningful experi-
ences is an aspect af the instructitl)nal rale. 
7. Althaugh ScGut leaders certainly emp!G>y aspects 0£ the guidance 
r0le _when w0rking with a grCi>up Ci>f. chilalren, the maj0r role in this 
situat;ion is service ta the community. 
S. Altheugb the geegraphy texts will ie used in instruction, the act 
0f serving (!)n a selectian cemmittee is a prefessi0nal responsfbility. · 
9. Nearly all ef the teacher's w0rk, apart fr0m the presentatbn af 
factual material, involves guidance te semeextent. Mrs. S. is 
werking as a ceunseler when- ~he helps children te understand their-
feelings. 
\ 1(1). Testing to diagnCDsis pupils' learning needs is a part 0f the 
instructienal r0le. Had Ms.- C. referred Jack to the remecdial 
reading teacher for diagn(!)sis she wulci have- been acting in the 
guidance· area. 
M@DULE II: THE CHILDREN 
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M©mULE II-: THE CHILBREN 
]!)irectiC!>ns 
When yG>u feel familiar- with: the material presented in this module, 
camplete the p0sttest. Fallewing the posttest y(l)u will.find a listing 
of the appre>priate answers far the multiple-cheice <questions.- (The 
instructer will read yeur resp1:>nse te·the essay cquestian and make any 
necessary cemments after yG>U turn in the m(l)dule.) Grade yeur test and 
record the numli>er af c0rrect resp0nses in the space pr0vided •. You 
should read the brief explanatbn fer each cquestionthat you have 
incerrectly answered •. 
Objectives 
Given a set 0£ multiple-ch0ice questi'ci>ns ciealing with situations 
describing children's grewth and develapment in different areas, the 
student will identify the area most applicallle to each situation. 
Given four areas 0f chilcd develepment, ti¥! student will describe 
a particular child's grawth in each area. 
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M©BULE II: THE CHILDREN 
Intr0ducti0n 
In the m0dule csncerning the teacher the paint was made that the 
vari·0us· r0les mf the teacher are nat mutually exclusive. In ether w0rds, 
the teacher may ie concentrating the maj.C!lr p.ortien of her efforts in 
ene area but is rarely, if ever, fulfilling· mnly 0ne rmle at a time. 
The same idea applies te the study 0f children. The childpragresses 
in all areas of devel0pment and, as such, is the prec!luct ef many grewth 
fact0rs which cannot be separated intCi>neat cempartments. Hewever, for 
purposesef Grganizatien and clarity, this m0dule will discuss faur 
areas 0f gr0wth: intellectual, physical, em0tit>nal, and s®cia.l. 
Intellectual Devel0pment 
A child's intellectual aldlity is dependent up0n many fact~rs 
including inherent· capabilities and envir0nmental influences. C0ntr0-
versy abaut whether intelligence is inherited er learned cantinues 
am0ng educators and psych0l0gists with little cenclusive evidence t(i) 
prove the superi0rity 0£ either p&sitien. It is kn0wn that regardless 
ef a child's genetic endowments, an environmental situation lacking in 
intellectual stimulation arul interacti(!)n prciuiluces a decline in the · 
level 0£ mental functioning. Apparently it is the interaction 0£ 
heredity and envirG>nment which determines a child's intelligence. 
The@ries 0£ learning are directly related to the theories (i)f 
intelligence on which they are based. Every teacher has a the0ry 0£ 
learning whether she is able te define it er n0t, The teacher wh0 
'believes that the intelligence ®fa child cannei>t change is likely to 
implement quite different classr00m practices than the teacher who 
views the chilcl's life experiences and surroundings as the primary 
determiners of the intellecto 
Alth0ugh there are several different learning the0ries, most 
pr0fessi0nals are in agreement on 0ne p>Qint.- Children seem to have 
a 'basic need t0 explere and unmerstand their enviramment. This 
excitement in learning, which may ee l!!>bviCJus in first-graders, 
diminishes when children meet failure in sch0ol. A careful study 
by the teacher of varfaus learning appr0aches can help ta maintain 
a childvs high level @f interest in intellectual pursuits. 
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Children's intellectual devel0pment pr0gresses thrc,ugh various 
stages. In ether courses you will read of the work of Jean Piaget wh0 
has greatly centributed t0 our understanding Qf intellectual stages. 
A child must be "ready" t0 learn. Reacliness implies that all of the 
necessary prerequisites for w0rk at any ~me stage have been mastered. 
The child pr11;gresses in intellectual develepment threugh experimenta-
tion and disc@very to levels 0f symbelizatien and abstract theught, 
Understanding the way children learn and develop increases the 
teacher's ability te plan for effective instructional experiences. 
No d0ubt ymu have noticecl a wide range in the intellectual abilities 
@f children in y0ur li)bservation classroem. 0ne sf themQst difficult 
tasks the teacher has is te provide appn>priate learning oppQrtunities 
for the exceptfanal children in her rc;,om. 
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Usually the ecducable mentally retarcded child is placed in a 
specifi'c scheel 0r a special classr0C!)m. Slew learners and children 
with learning disabilities require the teacher's special cencern, 
attenticm, and suppart. Materials and instructien must )e. adjusted ta· 
meet their needs. It may i>e necessary ta present only C!>ne idea at a 
time with pr0visians for frequent and variecd examples of that cancept 
before pr0ceeding.t0 the next level. 
Equally impartant, but often nat as highly stressed in 0ur 
scheals, is the ecducatbn ef the gifted chilcdren. Giftedness is 
usually de.fined as an I.~. sc0re ef ar(!)und 13(i) ancd ab0ve. Thase 
schoelswith special programs fer the gifted usually select these 
chilc!lren by a c0mhinaticsm of intelligence and achievement tests. The 
m0st,widely used intelligence tests measure mere convergent types (!)f 
thinking which C!)ften cfo. nCl>t identify creative children. Meth(!)ds ancd 
curriculum which, enceurages divergent- thinking are beneficial te l>G>ta. 
the highly intelligent and the· highly crea·tive child. Regardless g.f 
chilciren!s intellectual abilities, the teacher shauldsearch fer indivi-
dual strengths and encaurage their devel0pment. 
Physical Develepment · 
Chicdren gG thr0ugh the same stages mf physical develGpment, 'but 
there is a wide variation in the rate of devel0pment. During the 
later elementary years girls are usually·maturing.physically· at a 
faster -rate than ·t,eys. This fact· aften has an impertant influence en 
children's sacial and emetienal well-being. 
Inan average classr00m a teacher sheuld expect to find chilcdren 
with speech difficulties, pa0r visi0n 0r hearing, 0ver and underweight 
c0nditic:ms; hyperactivity-, and numer0us other physical. pr0'blems. It is, 
therefii>-re, impC!>rtant for the teacher to rec0gnize these pra:elems and 
adjust the classr0mm procedures t0 meet the needs of the children. 
Schaols attempt t0 enhance children's physical devel0pment by 
pr<i>viding opportunities f<Dr activity and rest. Teachers are usually 
aware of aspects which make a comfortahle learning environment such 
as correct·, lighting, pr0per temperature, and ventilation. S0me scha<i>ls 
also encourage mGrning snacks G>r milk breaks, particularly far children 
who do net have hreakfast at·hame. 
The teacher shCi>uld nCllt attempt to diagnose physical prehlems. 
However, it is imp0rtant that she be aware Q,f the af.fects that physical 
cilifficulties may have on C!>-ther areas· of the child.' s development. 
Emati0nal Devel0pment 
Impertant emational needs are a feeling.of self-canfidence, love, 
recCi>gnitbn, and acceptance. The child wh0 is constantly striving far 
attentian may feel that he is nat accepteci.. The quiet and withdrawn 
child displays the appesite eehav.br ef the hyperactive child. The 
causes ef the twa behaviers may actually li,every similar, but the 
expressions of the prelllem are·very different. Likewise, the same 
behavier in ciif'ferent children may result £ram a variety 0f dif.f erent 
causes. 
Symptems 0f mistrust can be generat·ed in children who find 
themselves in sch00lswhere prejudice exists G>r where there are deuble 
standards 0f ,reward and punishment. The insecure child will develap a 
generalized mistrust af the teacher is she applies unfair and capriciaus 
treatment. When this eccurs·, the child may regress to a level af 
hehaviG>r · where success and attenti&n were acliievecl •. 
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Em0ti0nal' hehaviors are manifestatians ef different needs. The 
teacher canngt always tell what need isbeing reflected in the behavi0r. 
It· is best t(!) try tE> prQvide experiences that are suited t(!) improving 
the child's emotional responses in many· different situatit,ns o 
Secial Ii>evel0pment 
S11>cializatimn invmlves the achievement of skills which. ena'ble 
children to adjust to the culture in which they live anci t0 wrk 
effectively with ethers. The scho0l has a respansfbility t0 assist 
in the devebpment ef these skills by pr0viding 0pportunities for 
vari0us sacial interactiens. Greup wark, b0th in the academics and 
in play, can encourage ceeperativeness and uncde.rstanding ameng 
children. Kindergarten and primary grade teachers are particularly 
interested in planning activities which develop secial interaction 
skills. By the intermediate grades children shaw consiciera'&le s0cial 
skill, but the teacher will frequently need to help them manage their 
feelings and actiGns tG>ward the other children and adults. 
The mest influential group in the life ef the elementary schaol 
age child is his family. In cC1>mparisC1>n with' family members, the scheCD.1 
and organizatienal greups are ef secendary importance. In. a hQllle 
where parents are rejecting of the child, the teacher may n0tice signs 
0f insecurity, nervGusness, su'bmis·sian, anGl hidden bastility. ©n the 
other hand, an aver-pr0tective heme may pr0duce like patterns of with-
drawal, insecurity, nervousness, aml j ealeusy. Al th0ugh the behaviers 
exhibited are similar, the underlying causes are dif.ferent. 
D(!)111inating parents' chilGlren tend ta lie dependable, shy, p0lite, 
and self-censci<l>us while the submissive-hC!>me child is often cUsabecilient, 
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carele-ss, incdepencdent, and. aggressive. The child wht!> lives in a 
harmoniaus home is calm, happy, secure, and. usually functiens ~tan-
0ptimum level 0fperformance. Insight inte the parent-child. relation-
ship is helpful in unde-rstancding the chilcd, Regarcdless o-f the heme 
enviranment, the teacher can provide experiences which will help 
compensate for what the h01Ile may )e lacking. 
Because Qf the cemp-lexity af our sGciety, it is difMcult to 
assess the impact of variaus class levels up0n children's soci·al 
development. The-majerity of teachers and administrat0rs are memhers 
of the midtile class and, as such, reflect· m.iddle class attitudes and 
values. Children frCi>m the lower class mften feel that they d-0 net 
"fit in" with this envirenment. It is smmewhat remarkaille that sa 
many af· these children are able to adjust te the schoal culture. 
When the child j eins a grC!>Up of peers, m0dels for sC!>cial-
develapment are acquired from eutside the family. As the child 
.progresses thr0ugh the elementary yea.rs, there is usually a lessening 
0f depenCilence upan the parents and an increase in effert t0 canferm 
te the peer group. This trend strengthens and,. my the acdolescent 
years, chilGtren ef ten devel0p· open defiance te their parents-'· ideals 
ancd attitudes infaver af th0se held lily their peers. 
Yau have now cGmpleted this module ancl should take the p0sttest. 
P©STTEST F©R M©IDULE H: THE·CHILDREN 
Directions: Circle the letter 0f the answer that best cCillllpletes each 
statement. 
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1. Chilciren' s art w0rk is frequently ciisplayed on bulletin bGards and 
in the halls af the schoml. This act'ivity cwtri'butes· ta the 
chilcdren' s __ develmpment. 
A. intellectual 
B. s0cial 
C. emotional 
2. Variaus levels of instructianal materials are found in mast 
.classroams because af what educaters knaw aneut.children's 
___ develepment. 
A. intellectual 
A. s0cial 
C. ematienal 
. 3. M0st kindergarten anci first-grade children use wide-lined paper 
for- writing. This is because ef the children's develci>pment. 
A. intellectual 
B. physical 
C. social 
4. While Deug is capable ef doingab0ve average w0rk, his papers are 
frequently incemplete and often cent·ain statements such as "My 
:Dacd's name is Jahn D •. Jenes." This wulci indicate a/an 
pr0'blem. 
A. s0cial 
B.. emet ienal 
C. physical. 
---
5. Sunday Schaal classes·, 4-H Clubs, and Sc0ut gr0ups enhance 
children's devel0pment. 
A. intellectual 
B. emetional 
C. social 
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G. Nursery and primary schG>ol programs rely heavily up(!)n the use 0f-
c0ncrete objects and pictures. This usage is baseci primarily an 
0ur kn0wlec!lge of children's d.evel0pment. 
A. intellectual 
I. physical 
C. sGcial 
Think ef a child. in yci,ur observatic:in classreom. Use a fict-itious name, 
initials, er first name Ci>nly; and. 'b.riefly describe that chilcd' s develop-
ment in each Ci>f the fallawing areas. 
Physical=-----------------------------
The mest apprepriate answers are: 
1. C 2~ b 3. b 4. b 5~ C 6. a 
Read the hrief explanatien.for each statement that yeu incerrectly 
answered. 
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1. Grewth in the emotional area is encouraged by displaying child.ren's 
WG>rk. Such activities centriiute t0 the pupils'· feeling ef self-
w0rth.-
2. Children diffe-r in intellectual abilities. There is a range frmm: 
slC!>w learners te -fast learners in m0st element·ary classraoms, and 
the teache-r must adapt the w&rk and materials ta these individual 
diff erence-s. 
3. \ Young children's physical growth preceeds fr0m gress te fine metCDr 
cmG>rdination. Fmr this reasen, instructi0n in writing at the 
kindergarten and first-grade levels stresses the children's 
develtilpmental level o.f muscular c0ntr0l. 
4. Parental influence is of mest significance in the child's emotional 
cievelepment. Altheugh we do n0t kn0w the, direct· cause of Doug's 
preblem, it is ebvimus that Beug' s extreme· cencern abGut his 
father is interfering-with his academic work. Hepefully the 
teacher will lte ahle te gain s0me insight inta the relationship 
and pro.vide experiences that will. helpE>eug to impreve his 
emotional responses. 
5. Altheugh there is a relative ameuntof·emp'hasis on intellectual 
grewth, the greatest c0ntril>ution o-f clu'&s and community groups 
is in the develapment 0f secial interactic!>n skills. 
6. Instructional materials are designed to coincide with levels of 
intellectual development. ll>uring the readiness and experimenta-
tien stages, reality anci exploratGry materials are used te g-ive 
children first-hand experiences with ot>jects that can be handled 
and manipulat,ed. 
M©BULE III: THE SCH©©L 
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MG])ULE III: THE SCH©©L 
Directions 
When yC!>u feel ,familiar with the material- presented in this module, 
yeu shauld ~emplete the pesttest. Fallewing the pasttest y0u will .find 
a listing of the carrectanswers. Grade your test and record the 
number ef correct respenses in the space provided •. · Yeu should read 
the li>rief explanatien fer each question that yeu have incerrectly 
answered. 
©lDjective 
Given a set of multiple-ch0ice items dealing with, scheel organi-
zaticmal patterns, the student will identify the particular plan which 
best cempletes each statement •. 
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M©DULE III: THE SCHO©L 
Intr(l)d.uctici>n 
Whenever sche(l)l persannel make decisi0ns cancerning what is ta 'be 
taught, where and h0w teaching is t0 take place, and who is t0 teach, 
schoal 0rganizational patterns emerge. The particular erganizational 
plan estaltlished by a sch00l reflects the underlying educatic!>nal 
philGsophy 0f the teachers and administratG>rs. Their attitudes about 
the plan will largely cGntrol its effectiveness. If the scho0l staff 
is ne.t actively invelvecd in the· selection. and implementation of a plan, 
there is little chance ef.its success. 
It sheulcd 'benetecl thatn0 one 0rganizational pattern is a panacea 
fer all educatienal difficulties that a schaol may face. 0rganization 
can facilitate change er it can laec0me amere reutine·to f0llew. A 
plan must not ,remain- static. As the neecls change, SG must the scheol. 
There are tw major types ef scru>Ql organizatian: vertical and 
h0riz0ntal. Vertical organizatien is a system designed te move 
chilclren thr0ugh the sch0(i)l frGm aamissien ta departure. Herizcmtal 
patterns determine the arrangement of clrllciren ancl teachers within 
the sch00l. This m0dule will ciiscuss- several types ef vertical and 
h0rizont-al organizational plans and mentien seme of the m(i)re recent 
scha(i)l designs. 
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Vertical ©rganization 
There are twa majmr kinds af vertical organization: graded and 
n0ngraded. A typeef nangradedness is the multi-grade or multi-age· 
0rganizati0n which will 'be-discussed in connecti0n with the nangraded 
plan. 
Graded School 
The m0st c0mme1,n type of vertical organization currently in use in 
the United States is the graded pattern. The-plan is based up(!)n a 
classification of children hy their chronolegical age. In most 
systems children begin scheol at approximately the age of six and 
continue through the grades one year at a time unless held back 0r 
accelerated. The teacher usually has enly one grade and attempts 
te c0v:er the curriculum c<mmlcrmly associated with that grade. 
Nong-raded Scho<!>l 
In nongradeci scru>els chilciren are net classifi-ec!l according to 
·~ ... ~\-1;.&Ciles and are greupecl int0 classes c,n bases other than chrenolegical 
•. ,. ·'\·,\..; 
age. Besigned ta implement a theary 0f centinuaus pupil progress, this 
plan allows children ta prsgress at their. individual rates. The pelicy 
ef all members in a single class starting at the same place each new 
schaol year is eliminated since each child begins at the beginning af 
the year where she/he left Gff t'he previous spring. 
This plan is most popula,r. at the primary level. Althsugb m0st 
chilclren will take three years to cmmplete the prflnary unit, pupils are 
enabied ts- take di-ffering amaunts 0f time to complete the level without 
the undesiraile effects inherent in acceleration and. retardation. 
Placement in grQups is flexili>le and based on physical; mental, 
secial, and e111Qtional factors as well as academic consideratiens. 
Pupils attempt to meet standards determined on the basis ef their 
pstential and experiential 'background. The intent of grouping for 
nongradedness is not to eliminate differences but to teach ta the 
differences that already exist among children. 
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A major criticism mf tl\e nengraded system has 'been that many 
schC!>ols have merely replaced the familiar grad.es with levels. H0wever, 
a scho&l which is truly nongraded would cemply mere closely with the 
theories of individualization and. child development than under the 
graded plan. 
Multi-grade and multi-age organizations. These plans are types 
Gf nangradedness in that children 0f different ages and/or clifferent 
grades are grouped for. vari0us instructienal activities. Usually 
classes include chilclren with age differences of three or more years. 
The varieus graup mem'bers enrich and extend the learning experiences 
of the entire gr<i>up. Unciler the multi-grade plan it is pessible hr 
a single child tm be w0rking at (!)ne level in math, another in reading, 
another level in social stuciies, and so on. Flexible grouping requires 
changes with the instructianal needs and interests of the children. 
Horizontal 0rganization 
Horizental patterns determine how children and teachers are 
arranged within the school. We shall first consider two major ways 
of grouping child.ren. 
HemCilgene0us Grtr,up ing 
Children are grouped homGgeneausly when they are assigned to 
classes accarding t0 the similarity ef their reading ai>ilities, I.~. 
sceres, 0r general academic achievement. This type of erganization 
assumes that mere optimal learning conditions can be provic!led when 
differences among learners are reduced. Although such grauping may 
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be beneficial when; the instructional ®bjective is limited tea specific 
subject area, the failing Gf this plan may 'ti>e a lack of consideration 
by the teacher ef the differences which still exist. AlsG the place-
ment of s0me pupils in the slower gr~up would appear to be detrimental 
tel> their self-concept. H0m(l)geneous greuping is perhaps best suited for 
use in c0njunctfon.with a departmentalized program which will be 
discussed under teacher arrangements. 
Heteregeneaus Grouping 
Classes are formed indiscriminately in a heteregeneous grouping 
plan. Students are intenti~nally g:r~uped as a cr(!)ss-section of the 
school papulatbn. This type of plan suggests that other criteria 
in addition to academic achievement are important. It is believed 
that T,y W<!>rking together children will learn frllml each C!lther. This 
plan seems tt!) be 1ll(i)I'e in hanneny wi.th the democratic beliefs af our 
society. 
In the·scheel in which ymu 0'bserve yC!iu will proiably nete several 
different cam'binatiQns of gr<!>Uping children and teachers. We shall 
censid.er fci,u:r meth0ds of teacher utilization. 
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Self-contained 
©ne of the most, CCl>mmonly emplmyed types e·f teacher utilization is 
the self'-cant·ained classroam organization. In this plan the teacher 
works with ene graup of pupilsfGrthe majority of their schoQl werk. 
©ne sf its greatest strengths is the app0rtunity f sr the teachers to. 
know the individual characteristics 0f the pupils. The teacher plans 
the activities and schedules the time; so she may design the schedule 
tG all0w for necessary changes that will enhance. study of a particular 
subject. The teacher can plan the instructiQn tCl> interrelate the 
various subject matter areas. The teacher in the self-centained 
classreom becomes a specialist in a grade level i>ut a generalist in 
the curriculum of that particular level. The limitation sf the plan 
is the presumptien that every teacher is competent in all subject areas. 
Departmentalizatic>n 
In a d.epartmental:f.zed plan each teacher is assigned. tC!> teach a 
special suli>ject field tG>several gr0ups ef children. In the elementary 
sch<r>al a teacher may i>e a specialist in mare than one subject, but she 
is net required ta teach all areas ef the curriculum as the teacher in 
a self-cGntained ra«!>m dGes. HGwever, teachers ch> have a homera0m 
graup where general administrative duties and other activities are 
carried en as well, as instructian in the teacher's area. Since the 
children er the teachers must change roC'i)Ills for instruction~ time 
schedules are strictly adhered. te. This plan seems ta he especially 
popular in the intermediate grades. The limitation ef the depart-
mentalized. plan is the exaggeration of the imper.tance of suli,ject 
matter in cantrast tG> a mere general concern far the tetaldevelC!>pment 
0£ the child. Also the ch.ildren have to adjust to several teac'hers, 
and the teachers may net get ta kn(\)w all the ch,ilciren well.· 
Semidepartmen taU.zati0n 
Alse known as the dual-pragress plan, the semidepartmentalized 
plan is based upan the assumption that certain su&jects are "cultural 
imperatives" and 0thers are "cultural electives." "Cultural impera-
tives" sheuld be mastered by all children. The students progress in 
these subjects accerding to the usual graded system. The "cultural 
electives" need nat 'be mastered at a specific level 0,£ proficiency 
'by all children and, thus, they can preceed in the electives at their 
own pace and according to their interests. Altheugh somewhat more 
integrated, the pragram is still subject-centered. 
Team Teaching 
Team teaching distrU,utes the responsibility far instructing a 
large nuniber ef pupils am.eng mem\ers of the team ef three to five 
teachers. Usually the team includes a team leader (!)r c0ordinat0.r 
whm accepts additi0nal respensi'bility 'bey0nd the usual suhject 
specializatien. The vari0us professisnal talents af the teal!l members 
can be paeled to diagnose pupils' strengths and weaknesses aml te 
develmp appr0priate educati0nal pragrams for individuals as well as 
greups. Teachers share in planning, and they carry- out their plans 
not as individuals but as a team in which different degrees of 
responsili>ility are assumed, The team usually includes supportive 
personnel, such as teacher aides amt clerical assistants who perform 
a variety of secretarial, manage.rial, and Ci>ther school related 
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activities. Pupils work in large and small instructional settings as 
well as directed independent study. A limitation of the plan is the 
fact than many schaols are not arranged ta take care of variable 
numbers and sizes Gf groups. 
Additional Considerations 
Alternative Sch<9ols 
Alternative scho0ls, as indicated from the name, l!l)ffer an arrange-
ment for learning that is a contrast tQ what is offered in the usual 
public schools. Some forms of alternative schools are called coepera-
tive schoels or street schoals where parents whw disapprove af the 
available public schools start their own. Free schools are also 
ceunter-traditicimal and are private. The school within a school was 
started as a "mini-school" within the public school system. 
©pen Classroam 
The "0penness" of an Gpen cla.ssreom is not mainly physical; 
rather it is in the attempt ti()) involve children as active participants 
in the fermulation and direction of their ewn learning activities. 
The children learn fr(i)m and relate t® each ether, and there is a 
minimum of didactic teaching. The teacher assumes the roles of an 
assistant and reseurce person. A cl0sed classroem can li>eceme an @pen 
one when its purpose is ta stimulate all the natural capabilities 0f 
the children. 
You have completed this module and sh0uld take the post test.· 
P0STTEST FOR M©ll>ULE, III: THE SCHOOL 
Directions: Circle the letter 0£ the answer that Ti>est completes each 
statement. 
1. Pupils are divided int0 tw0 classes for instruction in a 
---plan. 
A. mmgraded 
::S.. departmentalized 
C. semiciepartmentalized 
2. A teacher warks with a grci,up ef pupils for the majority af their 
3. 
4. 
5. 
schoel Wei>rk in the plan •. 
A. homogeneous 
B. self-c0ntained 
C. graded 
Reading gr(!)ups a:re an example ef greuping. 
---
A. heteregenemus 
B. h0m0gene0us 
C. multi-grade 
Ability gr0uping within a class is a form of 0rganization. 
---
A. horizontal 
B.. vertical 
C. g,raded 
Suli>ject matter is heavily emphasized in the plan. 
---
A •. self-centained 
·B. team teaching 
C. departmentalized 
e. Cantinu0us pupil .pragress is a central characteristic of.the 
organization. 
---
A. graded 
:S. nongraded 
C. departmentalized 
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7. For social and non-academic activities the '&est plan is prali>ably 
the pattern. 
A. heterogeneaus 
B. homogeneeus 
C. self~contained 
8. Time f0.r planning and studying the children and suij ec t matter is 
'built inta the plan. 
A. self-contained 
B. departmentalized 
C. team teaching 
9. A deemphasis is placed upon formal instruction 'by the teacher in 
the plan. 
A. self-contained 
B. open classreom 
C. departmentalizea 
10. The use ef various levels ef pr0fessional and .non-certified 
personnel is an integral component of the plan. 
A. team teaching 
B. self-cantained 
C. departmentalized. 
The answers are as follC!>ws: 
1. c 2. b 3. b· 4. a S. c 6. l 7. a 8. c 9. b. 10~ a 
Scare: 
Read the b.rief explanation fC!>r each statement hr which you· chose an 
incarrect answer. 
1. Pupils are in Gne group for instructian in the "cultural impera-
tives" but may be in a different group f·or work in the "cultural 
electives" in the semidepartmentalized plan. 
2. In the self-centained plan the teacher is respensiile for the 
instructien af all subjects with the frequent exceptions sf 
music, art, and physical education. 
3. Reading gr<!lups which are determ.ineeii an the. basis of. reading 
achievement sc0res are cGlllpC!>sed of more or less he111egeneous 
members. 
4. Ability grouping is a method of erganizing children horizontally 
within a level er class. 
S. Subjects are dealt with in periods under the direction of a 
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teacher whe is a specialist in that subject in the departmentalized 
plan. 
6. By emphasizing intellectual abilities and skill devel0pment rather 
than chranolegical age as the criteria fer advancement, the 
nengraded plan effers a design fGr continuous pupil progress. 
7. Heterogeneous greuping provides an eppertunity for children ef 
various· intellectual al!>ilities tci> talk with each ather about 
areas ef cemmon interest and tm relate different ideas and 
epinions. 
8. Team teaching is especially designed to allew teachers time to 
study children's progress and ta make plans fCDr instructien. 
9. The 0pen classreom emphasizes pupil fermulation and devebpment ef 
the learning activities which are to be pursued. 
1(1) •. Team teaching utilizes varimus levels mf·professionals and includes 
suppertive persennel. 
M0]!)ULE IV: THE METH©DS 
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M©F.>t1LE·IV: THE·METH(!)DS 
Directions 
When yCi>u are familiar with the material presentec!l in thismedule, 
c0mplete the p0sttest. A listing ef apprspriate answe.rs for the 
multiple-clwice items are given fallawed by a srief. explanation for 
each. Gracie your test and record the numier af cC!>rrect responses. 
Then read the explanation af each item you m:f,ssed. 
(l)bjective 
Given a set af multiple-ch0ice items dealing with the teaching 
methCi>cilS· used in schC!>ols, the student will cGrrectly identify the type 
of method described in each situatien. 
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M©E>ULE IV: THE METH©BS 
IntroductiGn 
There are various meth(flds of teaching with which y@u as a prospec-
tive teacher should be familiar. Although most teachers find that they 
are mare comfertable using a particular strategy, it is especially 
important that an elementary teacher be able te determine when one 
method is mere appropriate to a situation than anether. As an adult, 
you are capable ef maintaining interest during a lecture. Even se, 
novelty must be intreduced perfodically or your attention wavers. The 
ability te maintain interest is particularly necessary in werking with 
yaung childrendue to their shorter attentien spans. Therefare, 
' lectures may need ta be shorter·and·interspersed with discussion and 
questions. 
The elementary teacher must strive fer competency in numerous 
metheds which will allew for eptimum achievement in each learning 
situati<!>n.· This mG>dule will discuss twa basic types ef teaching 
strategies with summaries of smme specific methads. 
Expesition 
Teaching strategies may be placed on a centinuum from those which 
are completely clci>sed ta th0se which are completely open depending upon 
the amount ef structure and guidance pravided the pupils. In the 
exp@sitory mocle the teacher is an expesitor or 11teller 11 while the 
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pupils are more or less passive participants. The teacher selects, 
©rganizes, and sets forth the meaning of the subject matter. Certainly 
presenting informatian is a necessary and legitimate function af the 
teacher, and exp0siti0n sh(i)uld be c©nsidered as a viable teaching meth0d. 
Deductive Sequence 
In expository teaching the teacher may organize the presentation 
according to either deductive or inductive principles. The deductive 
method is mast often associated with expasition, although it is n0t an 
inherent characteristic of that strategy. Deduction is a process of 
reasoning from a general rule to specifics er from a premise to 
cenclusiens. After selecting a particular item of knowledge, the 
teacher presents that item te the children. Specific instances 0r 
examples of the cencept are then presented. Pupils may be asked to 
give reas0ns why an instance is or is net a proper example of the rule. 
There is little active student participation until after the presenta-
tion by the teacher. 
Inductive Sequence 
The inductive appr©ach is the apposite of deductien; in other 
words; induction is reasaning from parts t0 the whale. Again, the 
teacher selects the item of knawledge, but examples are then presented 
.frem which stucients form hypotheses. Evidence is given t0 confirm or 
ciispreve these hypotheses, and anly then, is the general rule er cencept 
stated by the teacher er hy the students. Some teachers acid a step in 
which the children are asked to apply the new rule to additienal 
instances or examples. 
Discevery 
The d.iscevery strategy is cencerned with the processes children 
use in learning. The teacher first directs the pupils' attentic::m to 
same problem t<i> which the students formulate hyp0theses. If the 
inferences made are cerrect, the abjective is obtained; if nat, the 
teacher may present new data that increase the students' chances of 
reaching the correct inferenceo 
The pupils achieve the instructianal objective with less help 
frem the teacher than in the expository meth0d. Therefore, this 
strategy is mare unstructured aml epen. The teacher's r0le is one 
ef guiding the learner t0 find. eut far himself. When the learner 
grasps the organizing principle ef a series 0f instances, the act ef 
discevery has occurred, 
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As a type ef disc0very, the inquiry methoa felbws the inductive 
appre:,ach clesely o The stuaent is usually in c©mplete ccmtrel ef the 
precess 0f data cellectien and experimentation.· One G>f the advantages 
of this methed is that motivation for learning is shifted frem external 
forces to the students. However, inquiry requires mere time than 
methods in which students are simply told the answer or selutiG>n to 
a pr@blem. Because a.f this time element, a teacher may decide tG> 
organize activities in such a manner that children may work on inquiry 
projects instead ef the traditfonal "'busy" wark while ether children 
are working with the teacher. 
Certain subjects, such as science and math, seem to lend themselves 
mere directly ta discavery techniques than ethers. Teachers and pupils 
als0 vary in the·kind and ameunt ef discovery which they can success-
fully perform. Since children learn by 'b0th discovery and expasitory 
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meth0cls, it seems likely that the teacher is increasing the chances for 
successful learning hy utilizing l>oth types ef strategies accerding t0 
the learning situa:tions. 
Selected Methods 
Lecture 
The m0st p0pular form 0£ expository teaching is the lecture. The 
lecture is an appr0priate technique when pup.ils are already motivated 
t0 learn ali>0ut a subject.· ©f cC!>urse, the equality of the presentation 
eften determines whether motivation remains high er net. 
Lecture exemplifies a pattern af teacher-centered c0mmunicatien. 
The teacher's geal is student knewledgeef a specific tGpic, ana it 
is, theref0re, rather essential for the teacher ta predetermine the 
purposes and precedure f0r the presentatien. Many teachers plan .for 
the lecture t0 be interrupted at various pmints li>y cquesti0ns and/er 
discussien. This, emviously, has the ad.vantage of student involvement 
over the methed &f c0ntinueus lecturing. 
The lecture method is an efficient means ef transmitting knowledge 
and, as has been mentioned, is less time-c0nsuming than the discevery 
techniques. Another advantage ef the lecture is its suitability for 
large group instructien. 
li>eI110nstrati0n 
]l)emenstratiens assist the teacher in the translatien ef a concept 
int0 ccmcrete reality. The dem4!>nstration of a particular skill or the 
0peratien 0f an Cll'bject can enhance the learning experience. 
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Demonstratiws are suitalr,le for utilization when there are not 
sufficient materials f0r in$ilividual pupils and waen it is necessary t0 
focus attentien en a particular. skill before p.upil participation. 
Planning fer the necessary materials, the time needed to set up and 
c0mluct the demanstratien, and the procecdure to f(l)llow are important 
pc1dnts for the teacher t0 c0nsider 'befare lDeginning. Because all of 
the children may net be able te easily see what is happening from the 
back 0f the ream, pr<!>visions may be made tCl> arrange the·students as 
clesely t0 the demenstration area as is pessible., 
As with any athermethod, the teacher should have a purpase in 
mined fer using the demenstratian.- Frequently it will be necessary te 
make this purpose apparent tC!> the students as well, particularly if 
there is s·0me 'backgrC!>und 0£ knowledge neeciled befC!>re the eilemonstration. 
The purpose need not m.e stated if the demonstratic!ln-is used as the 
initial step of an inquiry epis0de. It is a goed idea tC!> recard the 
results ef the demenstration inerder to make any adjustments in the 
amount 0f previeus inf&rmatimn given or in the fellow-up activities. 
Discussicm 
li>iscussion is an apprepriate method for helping children te 
evaluate- the l0gic of their awn pesitien ancil tc!I c0nsider the opinions 
of others. Discussic!>n is· m0re epen than the lecture and dem0nstratien 
techniques because there is an exchange of information amci,ng children-
as well as- inf0rmatfon fr0m the teacher. 
The teacher's rele is typically one CDf defining the t0pic or 
prQb.lem fer discussimn and guiding the flow ef icdeas. Relevant 
informatian is frecquently supplied \,efo-re li>eginning, f01lewed \,y the 
posing of a question. The question may c0ncern theapplicatfon af a 
particular finding er the implication af an idea. As the pupils 
analyze and C(!)mpare ideas, they are learning ta interpret informaticm 
and ta draw seund cenclusions. The teacher encourages the expression 
@f ideas by listening and responding to cantriautions when necessary. 
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As the discussion progresses, the teacher is able to gain feed-
back on the attainment 0f ebjectives. By e'bserving and listening to 
the children, ene may see signs of gr0wth in critical thinking and 
reasening ability. It is also a ge©Cil idea f©r the class t0 evaluate 
the effectiveness. ©f the discussion. Such joint evaluations increase 
the children's awareness of the learnings gained during the cUscussi0n. 
Questioning 
~uestioning is an important aspect ef each of the above menticmed 
methods. An awareness of the types and proper use 0f questions can 
increase the teacher's effectiveness in utilizing various methods. 
Questions that fGcus cm a specific item and call far direct 
answers are of the convergent type. This kind of questioning calls 
far children t<i> put a numli>er ®f facts together t0 came out with the 
right answer. Convergent questiening is useful when drawing attentien 
ta a particular portion ef a preblem. 
Divergent questfoning leads students to think of different p0ssible 
s0lutfans 0r explanatfons. This type is especially applica'ble ta> 
discussfon where emphasis is upon what might be as well as what is. 
The teacher sh@uld state questions as clearly and cencisely as 
p@ssible. It is best n0t to verbally revise 0r repeat a questian 
several times for this practice leads te cenfusien and encourages 
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chilclren tenet listen. When a questi0n is na,t clear t0 all chilcdren, 
a pupil can rephrase the GJ.Uestien in understandaileterms. 
After peeing a questbn, the teacher sheulcd give adequate time fer 
thaught and then select a persen te answer. Silence fellowing a questien 
may seem ta last far several minutes instead o_f merely a few secends, 
hut if the question was a good 0ne, time is necessary for children to 
c0mp0se their answers. Balance sh0uld l>e maintained batween calling 
on v0lunteers and nenvelunteers in order te enc0urage student ccmtri-
lilUtiens. Rewarding gmocil answers perfodically and avoiding the use ef 
ne.gative er sarcastic resp0nses is alse cenducive t0 active pupil 
participaticm. 
~uesti0ns may lte used to f0cus attentien and t0 stimulate further 
du~ught. The teacher sheuld learn te listen t0 the C!J.Uestions she asks 
with the same critical listening aaility that she expects the children 
te c!levelep. 
When yGu are familtar with the material in this medule, yau 
sheuld cGntinue to tne pGisttest. 
P©STTEST F©R M©IDULE IV: THE METH@DS 
IDirections: Circle the letter ef the aest answer for each question 
situatfon. 
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L Mr. C., the physical educaticm teacher, wants t0 make clear trID the 
children certain skills in tumbling. The 'best method f@r him ta 
use :Is a 
---
A. lecture 
B. demonstration 
C. discussion 
2. Mrs. J.'s class is eli>serving and recording what happens in their 
terrarium. This is an example of the approach. 
A. divergent 
B. deductive 
C. inquiry 
3. Mrs. B. wants t0 present several ways of computing additi<m pr0l>lems. 
The Ti>est strategy to utilize is pr(!)'f>aily the method. 
A. lecture 
B. discevery 
C. discussicm 
4. The tracilitfonal sharing periClld in primary grades is a good basis 
fmr child:t'en tG> learn skills 0f 
---
A, exp©sition 
B. demonstratian 
C. cliscussi0n 
5. Mr. H. defines the properties af a triangle and then draws examples 
and nonexamples cm the board. This presentatian fallows the 
___ sequence. 
A. incductive 
B. clecductive 
C. expasitory 
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6. Ms. G. asked the children ta find the answer to a division pr&'blem. 
This is an example mf questioning. 
A. , c0nvergent 
B. divergent 
C. deductive 
7. Mr. R. puts the bllowing pairs of wards en the b0ard: past, paste; 
mat; mate; strip, stripe; and rod,. rode~ The chilcdren then fGrm 
hypetheses aaaut a phmnics rule. This is a/an sequence. 
A. divergent. 
B. deductive 
C. inductive 
8. Ms. S. reads a stery ta her class of fourth graders and asks them 
tG supply titles for the stary. This type of questiening leads 
te thinking. 
A. divergent 
B. cenvergent 
C. inductive 
9. The processes of classifying, hyp0thesizing, and predicting are 
prGbably &est develaped threugh a appra,ach. 
A. expesitory 
B. ciliscevery. 
C. dec!luctive 
l(i). The mast effective way t0 teach.vacali>ulary·anC!l symbols is by a/an 
method. 
---
A. expesitory 
B. disc0very 
C. questfoning 
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The·mQst apprQpriate answers are: 
1. b 2. c 3. a 4. c J. b 6. a 7. c 8. a 9~ b 10. a 
ScC!lre: 
Reaci the brief explanatbn for each item that yQu incerrectly answered. 
1. A demenstrati0n is the mest suitable methed t0 utilize for focusing 
attentien en a particular skill bebre pupil participation. 
2. The children are in centrol ef the data cellectiCim precess; thus, 
them0tivatici>n .for learning is. shifted frem the teacher te the 
pupils. Such an activity is an example Gf an incquiry appraach. 
3. Children may ciiscever vari0us cemputational pr<!>cedures, but, 
'because the s.tatement is made that the teacher is t0 present the 
metheds of camputing, a lecture is the mest efficient strategy. 
4. Periods for sharing experiences previde appertunities fer children 
te develep skills in listening ta ethers and in expressing them~ 
selves that are basis ts discussion·. 
S. Mr. H. presented the item of knewledge first and then previded 
examples. This procedure represents a deductive .sequence. 
6. The children have been asked te apply the mathematical facts and 
procedures that they kn0w t0 arrive at ane correct answer to the 
divisian prel>lem. This type 0£ questiening calls for cl!>nvergent 
thinking. 
7. In this situatien, examples are given l>ef0.re the rule is stated. 
Therefere,.an inductive appreach is follewed. 
8. Since there is ne ane cerrect title fer the story, children are 
enceuraged te contriaute variaus suitable titles. This precedure 
leads tCD ciivergent·thinking. 
9. The ciisc0very strategy emphasizes the processes that children use 
in learning. 
10. Since symbels anci vacabulary terms are used as a c01111I1en basis fer 
communication, an exp0sitary method is the iestway to insure 
all children attaching similar meaning te those sym'&0ls and terms. 
M©l!JULE V: THE CURRICULUM 
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M©I>ULE V: THE CURRICULUM 
Birectfon.s 
When you are familiar with the material presented in·this module, 
camplete the pC!>sttest. A listing of apprepriate answers hr the 
multiple-ch0ice items f ollews the pasttest·. (The instruct(!)r will read 
yeur respanse to the essay question and make any necessary comments 
after ymu turn in the meclule.) Grade yeur test and rec0rd the number 
0f carrect responses in the space provided.· Yau sh0uld read the brief 
explanatic!>n for each questien that y0u have answered inc0rrectly. 
Objectives 
Given a set af multiple-ch0ice items descri'&irtg types of educa-
tia>nal ebjectives,. the student will identify the proper cfomain for 
each descriptian af an abjective. 
Given a set af multiple-choice items ciescrii>ing (!)rganizational 
designs 0f the curriculum, th.e student will identify the apprapriate 
organizational plan. 
Given the cheice 0f an elementary curriculum area, the student 
will briefly descrih h0w that su&ject is organized and taught in the 
classr00m in which the student is 0\serving. 
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M©E>ULE V: THE CURRICULUM 
Intrec!luctian 
The curriculum prevides the bread base f&r all the activities and 
experiences that take place in the scha>ml. As such, it invC!>lves mC!>re 
than c0ntent. The curriculum invelves all 0f the experiences that 
enccr,urage the growth cr,f the child as an individual.and as a member ef 
S0ciety. Therefore, the curricular program is the result 0f beliefs 
al>@ut what is te me taught anc!l the manner in which it is te. be learned. 
This medule will discuss the sources and types ef educatienal objectives 
and present a brief review ef some curriculum erganizatiens. 
©bjectives 0f the Curriculum 
An important aspect in the success aif the educatienal program is 
the recQgnitien ef the geals that the pregram is inteneled te achieve. 
General aims er goals ef the sch00l program are c!leterminecd in part by 
the S0ciety anc!l in part l>y these cdirectly cennected, with the educative 
process - acdministra ters, teachers, aml children. 
General geals define and give elirectien to the kinc!ls ef experiences 
and the curriculum that is implemented in the scheels. As the seciety 
changes, attitucdes c0ncerning what is te be taught changes. Emphasis 
up0n certain curricular areas anal erganizations shifts te> represent 
different phi0l0saphies a,.f eCilucatiC!>n. Thus, the seciety is ene seurce 
e.f the el>j ectives ef the schaiel. 
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Objectives are also d,erived from the specialiste; who have studied 
the fielcls of educational philosophy, aociology, and •. psychology for 
implicattons in the determiµattorr ·of d_esil;able ed11cational aims of 
tl:t.e school.. Various natiQnal ·aµd st;:ate, educational groups have 
formulated li~ts of general objectives which are used as a framework 
for developing the local school curriculum. State ·Depart~ents of 
Educat:ion publi.sh guidelines for curriculum planning ·and. d,evelopment ,. 
whicl:t, may be partict,!.larly helpful to local systems. 
The gener,;11 gpals formul·atetl ·by ·agencies outside ·the school 
antic:ipate what knowledges, skills, and appreciations all ··children 
shou.ld experience~ Th:is preplanned curriculum provides.· for the 
articulation and co:p.tinuity· of learning experiences among school 
systems which is so important.in a mobile society such as ourEl. 
In a partic~lar school the general. goali;i are applied to specific 
sets of individuals; A .school staff may formulat;e a guide of objectives 
and curri.culum activities for use with certait), grade leyels .or for the 
eµtire elementary school ·program~ Ind:ivid4al teachers ... tllen ad,opt the!:ie · 
aims 'in devel,pping instructional object:tves to use in· planning and 
· evaluating lesspns aµd units· of work~ 
Instructional, obj ective·s· may be c·l'as·sified into ·three kinds: , 
.. . ·" ' . 
cognitive, af~ec·t:ive,· an'd psy·cho-motor. The· ·cognitive· area deals with 
··the aQility to. recall factual information and with· intellectual 
processes i Educati.pnal psychologists who d,evelope·d a ·hierarchy of 
objectives in·this doniain ide:p.tified six levels of increasing 
comple:x;i ty: · knowledge, ·comprehension, application, analye;is, 
synthesis, and evaluation. The majority of .objectives formulated 
by teachers are in the cognitive area. 
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children but ce_rtain va:l4es· and·attitudes .aEi well. The··affective 
domain refers to this emotiona1 'aspect ·of behav:{:'Or.' ··· ·Appreciations 
for art · and music are ·examples of ·this type· of' learning. 
Skills .and physical development· ar~ ··considei::ed ·±n- ·the psycho-
motor ,area. This thircl gro4p of objectives is applicab·le· ·to such 
area.s as physical and· techn±·cal ·education~ 
The teacher should write instruction·al obj ec·tives· ±n·. a clear and 
consise manner· that can· ·be un~erstooq. by other teachers ·and by the. 
students as ·welL '.['here are· several ways· ,of stat~ng"objectives, but 
one .that is widely used, is· the behavioral objective; · In general, the 
behavioral objective define·s the ·behavipr t<;> be d·emonstra1;:ed by the 
student the conditions- ·in which that· behavior wi·ll occur· and the 
. ' .. .. . . .• . . . . . ' 
criteria of acceptable performance.· Noti:ce that tq.e obJe-ctive is 
stated in terms of _student- performance rather than teacher b.ehavior. 
Unlike ·the course descrip·tion· which· indi·c~tes ·the· subject matter. to 
be ,cpvered, the behavi·oral objective defines· the behavior to be 
exhibited b.y the student at tq.e end of· ·fns·truction. 
Having identif:i;ed a se·t ·of objectives that ·are ,-stated ,so that 
· they ·can be achieved·and ·evaluated, ··the te.acher·d·etermines, the- processes 
and· resources necessary ·to· accomplish tho$e objectiyes·. · The· selected 
·curriculUlll design is-a·strat~gy-that attempts to· fulfill the ·edu,cational 
goals and objectives. 
Organizc;1tion of th:e Curriculum 
Th.e organization of subject matte.r has undergone significant 
changes during tqi1:1 century. !n the.early school~,emphasi!9 was upon 
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separate subj ect:s .,. · ·+h·e ·varl:ous· ··su:bj·e·cts 'were· '·aliottetl ·p·ortions of 
the · daily· s ched1,J:le· ·with' ii tt1e· "or· 'no· ··re'l:ationship· fretw:een ·the cont et?, t ·· 
areas. Th,is ,design al·low~rd 'for· ··th·e··"d;evelopmen:t "··aµ;d· , ..clarlficatic;m of 
information as knowl·edg·e·,-fnc;r·e·ased :i:n ·each 'area ... · Although ·the ·separate 
~ubjects, organization .. is found 'in· itf ·pure form "in·,few ·s·chools today, 
:i,t :f.s most rela.tecl to the ·depart~entali·zed· pl~n· wlrere···emphasis is 
subjects and resulted in the development of larg-er curriculum areas. 
Subjects. were. combined to form the language· art!:!, mathenra,.tics, f:!OCia.l,. 
studies, science,. hunranit:f.es, and physic·al :"educat;i;on. ·Longer periods· 
of time were .. provided £·or uninterrupted, work iµ the· va+io,us subject 
areas. 
On:e atte1!1pt to elimtnate ·school,,subjects ·from ·the -curr:f.culum. 
used fun~tioI).s '·· of ,social life ·a~·, the"basis ·.for· ·the ·learning ·experiences~ 
Th~ soc:i,ety-centere~ organi,zat±on was ·a·re·action·a,.gainst, teaching 
cqildrep.. subject matter ·wi:t11 · little consideratt·on· of··· wq.ether that 
instruction .resulted· in· more,.·so·c±l:l:lly ·krrowledgeabl·e' persons;·· · Activi1;:ies 
• ' . 4 . . . . 
wer.e arranged around_ problems. of everyday living- and u~ed conterit ·as. 
resources for their solution. i ThE! impact of this ~esign :i,s seen, 
today in ,the use of field trip:s and comm'l.lnity resource· persons in 
the school. 
The child~centered d·esigns plac.ed the responsibility for ini tia1;ing 
activities upon the children. · The teacher shared in· the· d·ec:i:sioµs of 
what was studied., how it was le~rned, and the m·aterials· used but the. 
major task.s were ·to .observe progress and, eva,luate the st'1dents.' work. 
Natur~lly, this organiza,tio~ was.highly individualized, and oµe caµ 
see. the influence, of this program·upon· today'0s ·curr±cultµn in the use 
of programme.d mat;e'tials and· individualized learning kits. 
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Most of the designs in' ·use ·today seek an· integrated approach to. 
the .curriculum. There.is ane~d·for ·a·balance of the directed teaching 
o{ content .and of the. uti·l:i,zation of broad, child'-centeted experiences •. 
The unified program draws upon character:i,stics of the other designs. 
It attempts to synthesize the, ·learnings ·gained from the community as · 
· ·in the society--cente'l;-'ed ·plan·.· · It offers a wide· variety ·of experiences 
and individual pupil· planning as did· the· ·child-centered programs. The 
curriculum of many of the open schools is based upon this integrated 
approac,h because of the flexibility and variability of learning 
experiences which it· offers. 
The comm'l.lnity, the•adminiBtrative ·organization of the school, 
the· instructional.materials, and the school·staff all determine the 
partic~lar curriculum organization of .a sp:eGific school. . The· teacher 
must put. together these various· aspecti; when· deciding upon the best 
c-g:rriculum design to me·et ·the· objectives that have been Bet forth. as 
educational goals of the school. 
You .have completed this mo·dul·e and should proce,ed to the posttest. 
POSTTEST ·FOR MODULE' V: THE CURRICULUM 
Directions:, Circle the letter of the answer that comp1:etes each 
statement, 
1. An objective for .students in a methods ',course is to plan a 4nit 
of ·instruction for a 'teaching situation .. This obje·ctive is in 
the .· · domain. · · 
A. cognitive 
· B. affective 
C. psycho-motor 
2, An objective that, states· th.at children will'find···pleasure in 
reading · for re.creation· as evidenqed bY'the amount of reading . 
done in their free ti,me is in tlye domain. 
A. cognitive 
B. affective 
C, psycho-,-motor 
3. The kindergarten curriculur1r is us4ally ·organized arouncl ~uch, 
activities as playing; ma1,1ipula:ting, and constructing. These 
emphases ar:e, in part:, a reflection of tl)e · · ,. approach. 
A, child-centered 
B. society-centered 
Ci integrated · 
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4. Early childhood ·educat:i;on i~r c:oncerned with abilities relatecl to. 
hand-,-eye cpordtnation:and left,-to'"""r:ight sequencing-,· Object;ives 
written. to de~ine these skills, woqld be withi1;r the domain. 
A. cogn::t.ta.ve 
B. affective 
c. psycho~motor 
5. Social st4dies pro.grams are frequently based upon· units which 
expand the study· of the ·child·"s >environme~,t with" each grade .. This 
scheme is an expres·sicm pf the philo·sophy behind· the _plan. 
A, child-centered 
B. soc:i,ety-,-centered 
C. broad-,-fields 
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6. An object:i,ve which states that, the stuclent will be able to translate 
mathemaUcal verbal mater:i,al i'Q.to symbolic statements is in the , 
domi;tin, 
-,--,.-
A. cognitiye 
B. affective 
C. . psycho.,-motor , 
7, Reading, spelling, and writing were grouped .to form the language 
arts in the plan. 
A. society-centered 
B. integrated 
Ci broad-fields 
8. Elementary. teacliers are particularly inte·r~sted in children 
learning to listen carefully when others sp·eak, Ap; objective 
written to define this behavior would be in the domain. 
A1 cognitive 
B. affective 
C. psycho.,.motor 
Select a content area.of·the elementary scho'Ol curriculum and 
describe how it is taught in the.classroom iri. which· you are observing: 
Consider the level of intelle.ctual and skill development· that the . 
curr:i,cul~m area is ceri.te.red upon; in other word$, state how it. fit$ 
into the scppe and sequence of the .curricular program~ · Mention, any 
specific materials by name with which you are familiar and which relate 
to th~t.content area. You may use the back of this sheet :i-f nece~saty~ 
The most:appropriate answers are: 
1. a 2. b 3. a 4. c 5. b 6. a 7. c 8. b 
Score: 
Read the brie.f explanation for each statement that you incorrectly 
answeredi 
1. In order to produce a plan th.e student 
synthesize elements to form the whole. 
of the cognitive domain. 
must put together .or 
Synthesis .is a level 
2. The stµd:el).t is sufficiently motivated. to vqluntarily reaq which 
indicqtes that.,the student's behavior is accompanied by feelings 
of satisfaction and pleasure. Objectives dealing with feelings 
are in the affective domain, 
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3. The normal activities of children, such as playing, are emphasized 
in the child-centered curriculum. 
4. Coordination and muscular skills are within·the psycho'""motor domain •. 
5. The study of home and' community life are expanded ·to the study of 
the state and · nat;ion in· 'the: s·od·ety:-'·centered curricu.lum, 
6. Comprehension which is a le?vel of cognitive funct:i,.oni'1g is to be 
eviqence:d by the translation of one form of language or communi-
cation to another. 
7. Readirtg, writing, spelling,· and language wer~ corr.elated or fused, 
in, the br.oad'--fields approach~ .· 
8. Willingness ·to receive am:l to attend· to what.is being said repre-
sen;s ·an attitude or feeling ?nd·, as such, is within the affectiye 
dom1:1in. 
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MASTERY TEST 
Directions: Circle the Jett:er of the answer that best completes ea,ch 
sta.tement ~ 
1. Ms. B. will be at tE?pd:i,ng a two day workshop ori. te;acher centers. 
T4i'sis a/an.· role. 
A. instr,uctipnaJ,. 
B. cc;mununi ty service 
c. professional 
2. Ms, J. is planning what the children will need to conduct their 
science exp.eriment$ on th.e following day. This is ~/ari role. 
A. instructional· 
B. guidance 
C. professional· 
3. Mf., A. is a member of .a panel which will make a televised 
pres~n:tatiori, to the public oµ the new ecology· program that· 
the schopl is implerirenting. This is a/an . · role, 
A. ips,ti;u6tipnal, 
B. guidance 
C ., community service. 
4. Mr, W •. employs the practice of ,walking· among .the children while , 
they are working· at their math so th:at' he· may ·help· them over·. 
problem spots, 'This is a/an role. · 
A. instructional. 
B, guidance· 
C, professional. 
5. Special classes and ability· grouping are attempts to meet children 1 s 
· needs.·, 
---, 
A. · .intellectual 
B. emotional. 
C~ sociaJ,. 
6. The child who is .dirty and pporJ.y dressed pften has the most 
difficulties in the area. 
A. intellectual 
B. physical 
C. social 
7. In elementa,ry scho'Ol'S:~· -teachers usually ··read··a -~tory. to the 
class '.aft.er lup:ch· ,break~-: This 'activity i:s :do.ne ;-mainly in. 
conside·ration ·of· the· :·children·1···1:1 .··.· ~evelopmei,it. 
A.· intellectual 
B. physical 
C. social 
8. Mrs.· H. has a large box turned ·ori: ·its· s::i;de :at ··the back of tl;ie 
room~ Mrs.· H~ designated the bo,t ·as ''Pau·l'·s ·Qui·e; ·Room" -and 
made it to assist Paul· w±th'l1is ·· ·· · ··'difficultiesi, · 
A, intellectual 
B, · emotional 
C. social 
9, At Columbia School chilclren'·s performances are-·-eva:luated by 
consid·erirtg iµdividual 'abilities· ·and ··s·t:ages· ·of ·developmen.t 
rather .than. by comparing achievemen:t to ::age µorm~, · Columbia 
is probably a · school. · 
A, · gr~ded,. 
B, nongtaded 
C.: self-con_tained 
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10., · The teacher who :i::s · .. a ··generalist ·in ··all, curr±culum-·areas is most'. 
es~en'l;.ial · for · the · succes~ · .of 'the · ·· · ·plan. 
A. self~contained 
B. tean;i. teaching 
C. department~lized 
11. Children are mo·st likely to stay ·wi:th ·the Jratn:e teacher ·for up to· 
tllree- years in · tb~. ·pla:p.. · 
A, g-r~ded, 
B ! departll),~ntalizeg 
c.' muitt.-age . 
12. In the majority of c+as sroom,s chilc;lren are grouped for music 
anq. art;: acc9rding to a ·· : plap. 
A, homogeneous, 
. B0 :· heterogeneous 
c. nongraded ... 
13. Mrs,. K~· wap.ts to tea.ch ·tq..e children to make :art mobiles, The 
best method. to use: :j:s a. • . 
A. lecture 
B. · de~onstraUon 
C. dd.scussion. 
14. The mos,t' effective way· ·to •present ·background··±nformation is 
probably by a/an· method,. 
A. expository,. 
B, discovery 
C. discussion 
15. Mrs, S. _asked Susan tp relate why the, character in the story 
had to give away· hi·s pet f:tsh. · This :ts a;n example 'Of __ _ 
ques ti011-ing, 
A, convergent 
B. divergent 
C. deductive 
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16. Mr. E. draws four differently shaped ·triangles ·on' ·the' board and 
asks .. ··the. Children' to measure ··and .. add ··the;ang:les of each. The. 
children then gener;alize a geometrical rule~·· This is a/an 
---
sequence. 
A,. induc1!ive 
B. deductive 
G, divergent . 
17. The use of programmed materials'and·fndividual±zed learning kits 
· in the curriculum is ·partly ··du·e ·tc, 'the ·influenc·e ·of ·the· 
---
approach. · 
A. society,-centered 
B. child,-centered 
C. integrated 
18. The direction for curriculum planning is ':provided by. the __ _ 
A, content 
B. • general goals 
c. specific oqjectives 
19. History and geography were combined to' form ·the social stud_ies in 
the. . approach. ' 
A, soctety-centered 
B. integrated 
C. broad-fieldf'l · 
20. An objective which is co11cerned with ;a+1 att;itude toward a spectfic 
mental behavior such· as· reserving judgment· until '$Ufficient data, 
is availalile ,would be in the, dc,main. 
A. cognit~ve 
B, affective 
C, . psychomotor 
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ATTITUDE EVALUATION 
Do ~-write your· name on· .:this sheet. ·. However, ·ph:ase· indicate your, 
seminar group: 
.Lectur~~discussions 
Modul·es. 
For .each question plac·e a check mark in the ,cplw1m- for the answer that· 
most'clo~ely ~tates your· opinion • 
-
... 
.. 
. , . .. 
Yes No 
.. • 
.. ,· 
1. Did you f_eel free to _.expre1:1s .yo:Qrs~lf in. th:is. clas __ s? 
,. 
-
.. 
. ' 
2. Were the :_topics presented p·ertinent to this type of 
course? 
.. '. . .. ., 
3. Did·you feel the method· used to present topics was·an 
appropriate one for this class? 
' 
.• .. 
-
. ' ... 
-
4. Was there a relationship· b·etween the topit!'S. presented 
ancL yot,1r •observatio~· experience? 
.. 
... 
.. . .. . . 
5. At this point. in time· ·do you.plan· tp become an 
el~mentary classroom· teacher? 
.. 
••A•' . ' .. 
P+ease write ,ac:lditional comments··abotit· the instructor~: the course, the· 
topics, etc., You: may us·e· the back of th:e· sheet if necessary. 
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